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Abstract
The large amplitude surge-sway-yaw 'slow-drift' motions of a floating body con-
strained by weak restoring forces in random waves are considered. A multiple time
scales approximation is employed to separate the fast time scale associated with the
linear motions from the slowly varying motions. The ideal fluid free surface flow is
approximated by a perturbation series expansion for small slow-drift velocities and
wave-steepness, and is solved around the instantaneous position of the body. The lin-
ear zero-speed and forward-speed velocity potentials are solved for arrays of vertical
cylinders, using exact interaction theory. The horizontal mean drift forces and the
wave-drift damping are obtained, and results for realistic configurations are compared
with well-established methods.
The surge-sway-yaw equations of the slow-drift motions are solved numerically
in the time domain under the influence of short-crested, random waves, including
viscous forces. The random wave-signal is generated by the filtering of white Gaussian
noise. The slowly-varying forces are obtained using the Newman approximation and
double summations of time series. The use of a robust random number generator
and the Fast Fourier Transform allows for efficient simulations of long records of
the slow-drift motions, and the study of its statistical parameters. The sensitivity
upon the simulation length, transients, drag-coefficient and directional spreading are
demonstrated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a method for evaluating the slow-drift
motions of floating offshore structures.
Floating production systems have become a very important part of the exploration
and extraction of hydrocarbons from the sea-bottom, and are considered the only
feasible solution for safe and cost efficient oil and gas production at large depth.
Unlike gravity platforms, such systems undergo large excursions from their mean
position, due to the influence of wind, waves and current. It is vital for the design of
moorings and riser systems that the magnitude of the motions are predicted well and
that they are kept within preset bounds.
The motions of moored floating platforms in deep water are typically character-
ized by two distinct time-scales; the fast and the slow time-scales. The former is of
the order of 10 seconds, which is the dominant period in the wave-spectrum. The
slow time-scale is defined by the natural period of the system, which is an order of
magnitude larger than the wave-frequency due to relatively large mass of the sys-
tem and weak restoring forces. The fast-scale motions are typically much smaller
than the slow-scale (slow-drift) motions, which are caused by slowly varying forces
from the environments. A major contribution comes from the second-order difference
frequency forces, which are due to the interactions of waves with nearly equal frequen-
cies. The wind and current do also contribute to the excitation of the system. The
resonant slow-drift motions are only bounded by the relevant hydrodynamic damp-
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ing of the system. The damping is due to both ideal fluid effects and the damping
associated with the viscosity of the fluid. Ideal fluid effects are dominated by the
wave-drift damping, which is linear in the slow-drift velocity and second-order in the
wave-amplitude. The viscous forces mainly arise from the flow-separation around the
structure and also by the non-linear forces on the mooring lines. The main part of
this thesis is devoted to the second-order forces, in particular the wave-drift damping.
Viscous effects are included via a Morison type force in the simulations of motions.
A large number of articles have been devoted to the second-order wave forces which
do not depend on the forward-speed. A partial list of studies includes, Pinkster and
Van Oortmerssen (1977), Faltinsen and L0ken (1978), Molin (1978), Ogilvie (1983),
Eatock Taylor and Hung (1985), Korsmeyer, Lee, Newman and Sclavounos (1988),
Sclavounos (1988), Chau (1989), Nielsen, Herfjord and Lken (1990), Kim and Yue
(1990) and Lee, Newman, Kim and Yue (1991).
The wave-drift damping is defined as the damping force proportional to the for-
ward speed U and the wave-amplitude squared for small U. The relevance of the
damping term was first introduced by Wichers and Sluijs (1979) upon their experi-
ments of the extinction rate of ship model motions in calm water and in waves. Sev-
eral theoretical studies have followed, where the diffraction problem has been studied
with a small forward translation of the body. The derivative of the resulting mean
force with respect to U is either derived analytically (Nossen, Grue & Palm 1991;
Newman 1993) or by numerical differentiation from computations with small forward
speed (Zhao & Faltinsen 1989). The wave-drift damping is derived analytically in
the present study. Except for Newman (1993), the above studies accounted for the
forward speed in a quasi-steady manner, by considering the added resistance of the
body in waves due to a small forward translation. In Newman (1993), the wave-drift
damping was derived from a perturbation analysis where the low-frequency body
oscillations were superposed on the diffraction field. The results for the wave-drift
damping was found to be identical to results of the present study. The wave-drift
damping moment due to a slow yaw rotation is of similar interest as the wave-drift
damping due to a slow translation. The effects of a slow yaw rotation was stud-
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ied in Newman (1993) and Palm & Grue (1994). The slow-drift motion in all three
horizontal modes of motion (surge, sway and yaw) are included in the present study.
The motions of floating structures in real sea-states are considered random pro-
cesses, due to the random excitation and damping of the system. It is therefore
necessary to get sufficient information about the statistical properties of the motions
in order to predict extreme motions. There exist statistical models, based on the sta-
tistical properties of the driving forces of the system (Johnsen & Naess, 1991). The
applicability of the models are limited, however, due to simplifications of the physical
model and the complications of solving the Fokker-Planck (-Kolmogorov) equation for
multi degree-of-freedom systems. Slow-drift motions in the frequency domain are also
used in the design of floating production systems. A major limitation of this method
is that it accepts only linear terms in the motions, which excludes, for example, re-
sponses to Morison type drag forces. The use of time-simulations combined with
statistical models have proven valuable in the predictions of extreme motions, due to
their flexibility with respect to non-linearities in the physical model. The slow time-
scale of the slow-drift motions require however that the length of the simulations are
very long, in order to obtain useful information about the statistical properties. The
hydrodynamic forces are obtained from time-series of the frequency-domain forces,
since the direct solution of the linear and second-order problem in the time-domain
would lead to a prohibitive computational task.
In the current study, an efficient routine has been developed for the simulation of
the slow-drift motions. Realizations of the random wave-elevation is achieved by the
filtering of white Gaussian noise and the second-order forces are evaluated by the use
of products of single Fast Fourier Transforms.
Chapter 2 formulates the boundary value problem of a general body with a slow
translation in surge and sway and slow rotation in yaw. A perturbation expansion is
proposed in the small wave-amplitude A and the surge-sway-yaw slow-drift velocities
U, V and Q, respectively.
Chapter 3 derives the analytic solutions of the linear zero-speed and forward-
speed potentials for arrays of vertical cylinders, employing the theory of Linton &
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Evans. The body is allowed to oscillate about its mean position with small amplitude
(linear) motions in surge, sway and yaw.
Chapter 4 presents the hydrodynamic forces on the body in regular waves. The
expressions for the linear and second-order mean forces are first obtained by pressure
integration. The wave-drift damping is obtained by the momentum conservation, and
the proof of a conservation law, which enables the far-field expressions to be evaluated
on the body, is presented.
Chapter 5 illustrates the forces and motions in the frequency-domain of a few
geometries.
Chapter 6 presents the equations of the slow-drift motions in the time-domain.
The methodology of generating the random wave-elevation and second-order forces
are also presented.
Chapter 7 illustrates the results of time-simulations of a platform in a real sea-
state. The sensitivities of several parameters upon the slow-drift motions are studied.
Chapter 8 gives an overview of the thesis and compares the method with previous
studies. Some extensions of the present method are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical formulation
This chapter derives the leading order boundary value problem for a structure un-
dergoing large-amplitude translations in surge and sway and rotations in yaw due to
the interactions with gravity waves. The structure is free to oscillate at the wave-
frequency in all six degrees of freedom about the instantaneous slow-drift position.
An inertial Cartesian coordinate system X = (X, Y, Z) is defined at the mean
undisturbed position of the structure, with the Z-axis pointing upwards and the
Z = 0 plane coinciding with the calm water surface. A second Cartesian system
a = (x,y, z) is fixed on the mean slow-drift position of the structure. The vector
Xo = (Xo(t), Y,(t), 0) defines the position of the origin of the slow-drift frame relative
to the inertial frame. The respective slow-drift velocity u and rotation D are defined
by
U (U,v,O)T = d(t) dt ' ) ,
D _ (O, O, ) = ( 0,, dt ) (2.1)
The coordinates in the slow-drift system are related to the inertial coordinates by
= [S](X- Xo) (2.2)
X = Xo + [S]T (2.3)
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where [S] is the transformation matrix defined by
cos O
[S] = - sin O
0
sin 0 0
cos 0
0 1
(2.4)
which has the property [S]-1 = [S]T .
The boundary value problem will be formulated in the slow-drift coordinate system
(x, y, z). Denoting by U = (U, V,O)T the slow-drift velocities along the (x,y, z) axis,
it follows that
U = [S]U. (2.5)
The slow-drift yaw rotation velocity 1 is the same for both coordinate systems.
In the two following sections, the boundary value problem for small wave ampli-
tudes and slow-drift velocities will be derived to leading order.
2.1 Free surface conditions
Assume irrotational flow and introduce a velocity potential (X,t) satisfying the
Laplace equation
v 2 = 
and the nonlinear free-surface condition
d2+ d V=
g + 2-4~ d- I ½+V -V(V$ V~) = 0dt2 dt
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(2.6)
(2.7)
enforced on the exact position of the free surface z = ((X, Y, t) defined by
C= g 1d + lvq v (2.8)
where g is the acceleration of gravity and all time derivatives are understood with
respect to the inertial frame.
Let b(am,t) = b(X,t) be the velocity potential with respect to the body fixed
coordinates. Time derivatives between the two coordinate systems are related by the
Galilean transformation
dt a -f ] -A , (2.9)
where
f T - (U - Qy) a + (V + Qx) (2.10)
The time derivative on the left hand side of equation (2.9) is with respect to the
inertial reference frame. The substitution of (am,t) = (X,t) and the Galilean
transformation into equations ( 2.7)-( 2.8) allows us to express the boundary-value
problem with respect to the body fixed coordinates.
Two independently small parameters are introduced, the characteristic wave slope
S and the slow-drift parameter rj. The latter represents the slow-drift velocities and
is defined as: %i = woU/g, :2 = wV/g and r3 = woQd/g, where w0 is a typical wave
frequency and d is a typical spacing between the cylinders. In the following equations,
terms that contain rj must be summed over j = 1, 2, 3. Small values of rj correspond
to small slow-drift velocities relative to the phase velocity g/wo of the wave. The
characteristic frequency for all three modes of the slowly varying motions is an order
of magnitude smaller than wo, and terms proportional to dU/dt, dV/dt and d/dt
are therefore neglected in the following analysis. Interactions among the slow-drift
velocities, of O(rirj) are also neglected.
Assume the existence of a perturbation series expansion for the velocity potential
and the wave elevation,
17
q(2, t) = ol(, t) + ,,(, t) + ,, (, t)+ 0120(0 t)+ 21(, t) (2.11)
0(T) 0(6) O(6rW) 0(62) O(62Tj)
((X, t) = Co(,Y,t)+ (Xy,t)+C(2(, y, t)+ (, , t)+ .. (2.12)
0(6) o(6j) 0(62) O(62rj)
The first index in the velocity potentials and wave elevations corresponds to 6 and
the second to rj. A Taylor expansion of the right-hand side of ( 2.8) about the z = 0
plane and substitution of ( 2.11) and ( 2.12) in both sides of the equation, leads to
the following definition for the two first wave elevations (ij:
0 -I (0io1) _ (2.13)
Cu = -g( - fAblO + V,10 . Vol)z=o. (2.14)g at
A similar Taylor series expansion of the free-surface condition ( 2.7) combined with
the Galilean transformation ( 2.9) and the wave elevations ( 2.13), ( 2.14) leads to
a sequence of free-surface boundary conditions for the velocity potentials ij applied
on the z = 0 plane:
00=0 0, (2.15)
a2 •t- 1 a = 0
a20 azt1 0 (2.16)
- 1+9 g '2f .2a 0 °+ 00" 2V~O,, aQ°(2.17)
at2 =a at at aaz2 (2.1)
a__ __ aO r a 1 + o (2.18)
gaz at g at at, az
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where f.A is defined in equation (2.10), $20 is the steady part of b20 and the over bar
means average with respect to time.
The double-body potential 40 is the leading order approximation for the steady
flow for small r. b,, and ,, are linear in 6 and represent the zero speed potential and
its leading forward speed correction, respectively. It would in principal be necessary
to include both of the second order potentials 2,, and ,,2 in the analysis in order
to calculate the leading order exciting forces and damping coefficients in the slow
time scale. In a narrow banded sea-state, however, we can make use of the Newman
approximation for the slowly varying forces and thereby avoid solving for the time
varying parts of the potentials ,,20 and ,,2 . Only the steady part of b20 will be
included, which appears in the expressions for the wave-drift damping forces. Terms
of O(T2 ) may contribute to the slowly varying forces fores finite values of r, but are
not considered in this study. Terms of O($r,?) do not contribute to the leading order
forces in the slow time scale.
2.2 Body boundary conditions
The free-surface conditions ( 2.15)-( 2.17) must be supplemented by a correspond-
ing sequence of boundary conditions satisfied by the velocity potentials oij on the
body boundary. The conditions are derived along similar lines to Ogilvie (1983) and
Sclavounos (1994).
The body boundary condition, which states that the normal velocity of the fluid
must equal the normal velocity of the body boundary enforced on the exact position
of the body, is written
N V = N Vb, (2.19)
where N = (N1, N2, N3) is a unit normal vector to the body surface pointing out of
the fluid domain and Vb is the velocity of the body boundary. The equation is given
19
with respect to the inertial system. We will derive the boundary conditions for Xii
in the slow-drift frame of reference, and must therefore define the normal vector and
the velocity of the body boundary with respect to this frame.
Y
X
Figure 2-1: Definition of inertial and slow-drift coordinate-systems
Let X be the position of a point on the body relative to the inertial frame and
a the corresponding point relative to the slow-drift frame, see Figure 2-1. If the
point denoted by moves in some prescribed way, we find the corresponding time
derivative of X using equation (2.3):
Vb = X = ko + [S]T + k X (X - X), (2.20)
where k is the unit vector in the z-direction and the dot (.) denotes differentiation
with respect to time. In order to write Vb which is given with respect to the inertial
frame in terms of the slow-drift coordinates, we use the relation
Vb = [S]T Vb, (2.21)
where vb is the velocity of the body in terms of the slow-drift coordinates. Trans-
20
II
forming equation (2.20) into the slow-drift frame then gives
vb = + U + k x a, (2.22)
where U is defined in equation (2.5). Going back to equation (2.19), we have that
N V = N Vb on the body boundary with respect to the inertial frame. Since
these are scalar quantities, we also have
nVO = n.Vb, (2.23)
on the body with respect to the slow-drift frame. n = (n,n 2 ,n 3 ) is here the unit
normal vector in the slow-drift frame.
Y
x
Figure 2-2: Definition of slow-drift and body-fixed coordinate-systems
We now want to expand the quantity (Vq - vb) in a Taylor series about the
slow-drift frame, since the body undergoes small amplitude oscillations = (, ,, 3,)
along the (x, y, z) axis and the small amplitude rotations a = (a ,,a 2, a 3) about the
(;x,y,z) axis, respectively of 0(8). Define a' = (x',y',z') to be a point on the body
in the body fixed coordinate system, see Figure 2-2, and n' the corresponding unit
normal vector. The equations for and n with respect to the body-fixed frame are
21
then
= ' + + x a, (2.24)
n = n' +a x n', (2.25)
where we have neglected terms of O(62). Applying the vector form of Taylor's theorem
for (Vb - vb) in equation (2.23), where the distance between the 'exact' body surface
and the slow-drift surface is given by - as', leads to the following expression for the
boundary conditions in the slow-drift frame
(,n' + r x ,n' + ... ). (V + [(x, - 2') V]V + ... ) =
(n' + a x n' +...). ( + x ' + U + lk x ), (2.26)
where equations (2.22), (2.24) and (2.25) were used. The boundary conditions for the
potentials qij can now be derived from equation (2.26) by expanding quantities that
depend on the small parameters E and ri. The expansion for b is given in equation
(2.11) and the linear motions and c by equation (4.21). Collecting terms of the
same order gives the following set of boundary conditions for 0,, qSo and b,,:
0(j):
n VO = n. (U+ fk x ),
= Un, + Vn + Q(xn- yn,). (2.27)
On
0(E):
n V, 0 = n ( 0) + &() x 2),
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O10=  Onj + 6l)( x n)j.
On -~( . (2.28)
= n (-[(C(O) + (O) x a,) V]Vo + i ) + a(1) x a)
--a() x n *(Vool - U - Qk x ),
= l)ni + )( x n), + (O) (ml,rn m, m,) + c(o) (m4, ,, mM6), (2.29)
(ml,m2,m 6)
(m4 mS, m )
= - [(n V)VO,1],
= -[(n V)( x V 0,] + [n x (U + l x )].
n .Vo 2 0 = -a x n-Vlo0-n-[( +a x ])- V]V 1+ x n ·(i + x a),
Onln
x - V 10 ] -n [( + x) * V]V2l. (2.32)
The primes on n and have been left out in the above equations. All the above
quantities are to be evaluated in the frame of reference which follows the slow-drift
motions of the body.
The notation (2.30)-(2.31) was introduced by Ogilvie & Tuck (1969), and are
referred to as the m-terms. The m-terms are due to the interactions between the linear
body motions and the steady flow. Some algebra was required to obtain (2.30)-(2.31)
from (2.29), and is shown in Appendix B.
Except for differences of notation the boundary conditions for ¢1 are identical to
equation (2.37) of Sclavounos (1994). The boundary conditions for ,20 are identical
to equation (12) of Grue and Palm (1993).
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n o
nV1 1
On
where
0(2) :
(2.30)
(2.31)
= axn · [4$ &
In addition to the free-surface and the body boundary conditions, the potentials
Oij also satisfy proper radiation conditions in the far-field, and the bottom boundary
condition
O.On
on z = -hi (2.33)
where h is the water-depth.
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Chapter 3
Explicit solution of the boundary
value problem for vertical
cylinders
This Chapter derives the solution of the boundary value problem presented in Chap-
ter 2 for an array of vertical circular cylinders extending from the free-surface to the
sea-bottom. The structure is subject to a regular incident wave with amplitude A,
vT
U
CC
Figure 3-1: The slow-drift velocities U, V and fl for an array of cylinders, subject to
a regular wave with frequency w0 and direction 
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O
absolute frequency w, and wave-number i;. The angle of incidence is /3 relative to
the x-axis in the slow-drift frame, see Figure 3-1. The structure is free to respond
with small linear motions in surge, sway and yaw about its instantaneous slow-drift
position at the encounter frequency w.
Section 3.1 presents the solution of the zero-speed potential q0,, using the method
of Linton & Evans (1990), which solves the diffraction problem for an array of cylin-
ders accounting for all interactions effects between the cylinders. The method is here
extended to include the radiation potential.
The analytic solution of the forward-speed potential ,, is derived in Section 3.2,
which involves the v-derivative and the Weber-transform of 0,, as particular solu-
tions of the free-surface condition, and wave-maker theory for the body boundary
conditions.
3.1 The zero-speed potential SO
The boundary value problem for the potential ,, is identical to the problem of a freely
floating body oscillating about its mean position with small amplitude motions. The
slow-drift velocities U and V are present only via the frequency of the oscillations
w = wo - ;Ucosf - r;Vsin/f. (3.1)
The linearity of the zero-speed problem allows the decomposition of 40, into a diffrac-
tion part and a radiation part. The diffraction part consists of an incident wave and
the scattering of the restrained body, while the radiation part consists of the radiating
waves due to the forced motions in otherwise calm water. The time-dependence of
all linear quantities are assumed to be time-harmonic, and we can therefore write the
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potential b,, as
q10 = Re [ eiwt]
Re [igA (D + pR) et] (3.2)
where the factor igA/wo has been factored out in order to make the diffraction and
radiation potentials non-dimensional. Write the diffraction potential as a sum of the
incident wave and the scattered wave,
CWD = 'I + Ws, (3.3)
and the radiation potential as a sum of the forced motion potentials for the different
modes of motion,
R = v (3.4)
i=1,2,6
where v = w2/g and !0o) is the non-dimensional linear motion amplitude, defined in
Section 4.2. Substituting equations (3.2) - (3.4) for 1,, in the boundary conditions
(2.16) and (2.28), results in the following boundary conditions for D and "':
-VYD+ -- = 0, on z = O, (3.5)
OPD = 0, on S,, (3.6)On
-Vh + -- = 0, on z = 0, (3.7)
R= n,, on S,, (3.8)On
where n = (nl, n 2,0) is the unit normal vector on the body pointing out of the fluid
domain, and n6 = xn 2 - ynl.
A local frame of reference (xj, yj, zj) is defined at the center of cylinder j, and is
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related to the slow-drift frame as follows
x = Xj + zj
Y = Yj + Y, (3.9)
Z = Zj
as illustrated in Figure 3-2, and with the corresponding cylindrical coordinates (rj, 0j)
defined by: = r cos j and y = rj sin0j. In the following analysis, the z-dependence
yj
y
Xk
Cylinder k
x.
Cylinderj
x
Figure 3-2: Configuration of the cylinders
of all potentials will
as
fo(zi) =
fn() =
be represented by a complete set of orthogonal functions, defined
2 2 r1/2 cosh2  (Zo + h) (3.10)
nch/ cosh 2 i;h + v/. ) cosh h ) (3h10)
2k~ 1/2 cos k(zj + h)
(kch/ cos2 kh - /kn cos k(zh)
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with the following orthogonality properties,
fo(z)fo(z)dz = 1, (3.12)
0
J f(zi)f(z)dz = 1, (3.13)
h
f fm(Zj)fn(Zj)dzj = 0, if m n, m = 0,...,oo, n = 0,...,oo, (3.14)
-h
where k, is defined as the successive solutions of kn tan k,h = -v, n = 1, ..., oo.
3.1.1 Diffraction
The incident wave potential cp,, expressed in terms of the slow-drift coordinates
(x, y, z) and the local coordinates (j, yj, zj), respectively, is written
cosh ri(z + h) e-i,( cos3+y sini)
cosh rh
cosh r¢(zj + h) e-iK(ij coSO+j sin/3)-inrj cos(0j-/3)
cosh ch
Ifo0(zj) (-i) ) (3.15)
m=-oo
/ ,h/ cosh 2h + v/rt 1/2
Ij (Xh/cosh2 h+ V/K) e-i(ij cosP+gj sin3) (3.16)
where Ij includes the 'phase-factor' associated with cylinder j and a factor to cancel
the square-root term in the definition of f0(zj) in equation (3.10). Jm(Krj) is the
Bessel-function of first kind. The derivation of the scattering potential p, using the
method of Linton & Evans (1990), follows.
The general solution of Laplace's equation given the homogeneous free-surface
condition in equation (3.5) and outgoing waves at infinity, is of the form:
00 00 00
f o (zi) aH(2)(r)eim°' + E fn.(z) a. Kn(k.r,)eim'~ , (3.17)
m=-oo n=l m=-oo
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where an are unknown coefficients determined by the body boundary conditions,
H,)(;rj) is the Hankel-function of second order and Km(knrj) is the modified Bessel
function. The boundary condition for cps, equation (3.6), is such that the second
term in equation (3.17) is exactly zero. The waves associated with the scattering
from cylinder j can thus be written
00
cp°s = fo(zj) E A',.Z H(2 )(rj)ei m ei, (3.18)
m=-00oo
where Z' = J'(Kaj)/H)'(naj) is multiplied to simplify the algebra and Ai. are the
interaction coefficients to be determined by the body boundary conditions. The total
diffraction potential PD,, written as the sum of the incident wave potential WoI and the
scattering potentials cp' from all cylinders, is written
N
PD = P + E ps. (3.19)
j=1
Using Graf's theorem for Bessel-functions (Abramowitz & Stegun, page 363, equation
9.1.79.), we can write equation (3.19) in terms of the coordinates (r,, 0,) and then
apply the boundary conditions which are
9VpD = 0 on r = a, k = 1,..., N. (3.20)
ar,
Some algebra leads to the following equations, which determine the interaction coef-
ficients A',Dwn
N oo
Akm + A Z ei(n-m)aihfH$() KR,,) = -Ie-imj=l n=-oo
:kA
k = 1,..., N, m=-oo,...,oo, (3.21)
where N is the number of cylinders. Equations (3.18), (3.19) and (3.21) can be used
to write pD in terms of the coordinates (r, 0j, zj). Some algebra leads to the following
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simple expression:
00
W)D = f0o(Z) E A' [Z'H ('' rj)-J(lr)] e X (3.22)
=-oo
where the use of Graf's theorem requires that rj < Rj,, for any j and k.
3.1.2 Extension of the method by Linton & Evans
The determination of a linear potential with more general body boundary condi-
tions than Ps, requires new sets of interactions coefficients, which will be discussed
next. Consider the generalized radiation velocity potential X, subject to the Laplace
equation and the boundary conditions on z = 0 and on each cylinder j, respectively
-vx+ ox 0, (3.23)
= u(O, z), (3.24)
where u (j, z) admits the Fourier decomposition
oo
ui(@z) = E u(Z )ejiM. W(3.25)
=-oo
The solution of this boundary-value problem will be carried out by extending
the Linton & Evans interaction theory to the radiation problem. Only the wavelike
interactions between the cylinders will be accounted for, while interactions arising
from the non-wavelike components (the evanescent terms) of the radiation solution
around each cylinder will be omitted. These components are omitted since the non-
wavelike components are associated only with the near-field of the cylinders, which
generally are configured with relatively wide spacing.
The potential X may be decomposed into two components. The first component is
the sum of wave disturbances 'radiated' from single cylinders acting as wavemakers,
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and is subject to the boundary condition (3.24) on cylinder j. This component is free
of interaction effects and around cylinder j is defined by
= fo(Z) E B (r0 + (z ) (3.26)
m=-oo n=l m=-oo
The coefficient 3,n is obtained by combining equations (3.24) - (3.26); multiplying
by fo(zj), f,(zj) and integrating over z from -h to 0. This gives
P&0~o~ -
H()'(zaj) IJh u()f(z 1)dz, (3.27)
,(1 fo )'fl= k1I /um(z)f,(zj)dz, n = 1, ..., . (3.28)
k.K-(kaj) i-h
The second component consists of the 'diffracted' wave disturbance around cylin-
der j due to the waves 'radiated' by the other cylinders and may be expressed in the
form
co
x = fo(zj) y Cj'Zj H()(rrj)eimij, (3.29)
where Ci are unknown interaction coefficients and the interaction of the evanescent
terms are omitted. The total potential X, may therefore be written as the sum of all
radiated and diffracted wave disturbances, or
N
x = E (xo + ) · (3.30)
j:=1
The unknown interaction coefficients C' may be determined by enforcing a homoge-
neous boundary condition on each cylinder for the velocity potential X1. Expressing
X1 in terms of the coordinates of cylinder j requires the use of Graf's addition theo-
rem for Bessel functions. Algebra analogous to that in Linton & Evans leads to the
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following system of equations for the coefficients Cm
N oo
Ck + n EY (CjZH + P) ei. ,(KR,, = 0,
j=l n=-oo
k=1,...,N, m= -oo,...,oo. (3.31)
Following the determination of the 'radiation' interaction coefficients C', Graf's
addition theorem and equation (3.31) allow the total potential X around cylinder j
to be expressed in the form
x = fo(zi) [(Cz +
m=-oo
n=l m=-O
where rj < Rk for any j and k.
3.1.3 Radiation
In the special case where X and u(z) are given by X = Wp and u(z) = nj, cf
equations (3.7) and (3.8), then equation (3.32) supplies the solution to the surge,
sway and yaw radiation potentials and is given by
00
PR RLn)e
m=-oo
Z fZi) E O~njKm(krj) eimei, (3.33)
n=1 m=-oo
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where the interaction coefficients ARk must satisfy the following equations:R-
N oo
Ak:+ E E
j3=1 n=-oo
A'j Z: ei(n-m)ajkH(2) (KRjk )R n 
N
- E [;3o ei(n-l)"kH(_2(KRj) + 'o
j=1
ei(n+l)ajk H() (Rjk) )
.- 1 I
The coefficients 'nj are evaluated using equations (3.27), (3.28) and (3.8), with the
components of ni given by
n 1 = -cosoj,
n = -sinsj,
n6
(3.35)
(3.36)
(3.37)-x; sin9j + yj cosOj.
E]mploying the identities cosOsj - (ei + e-i"s ) and sin j -- -(ei s -e -#i'), the coeffi-
cients /3mn for n = 0,1, ..., oo are written
131l = 0ln7
~2j]~qln
6j
+ln
I~mu
= -il±, n
=-(ixj ± j )/Oin,
- 0, mj I 1, i = 1,2,6, (3.38)
K25 H(IIa,) h/ cosh2 ih + v/,
2V (H-1 (Va
k2 K:(kaaj)Vkh/l cos2 kh - v/k n = 1 ... oo .
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(3.34)
where
/10 (3.39)
(3.40)
k =11 ... IN, m - ... 100.
3.2 The forward-speed potential q1$
The potential Ol, is linear in the slow-drift velocities U, V and Q and is the leading
order correction to 0,,. The boundary conditions for Oil on the free-surface and on
the body-boundary are given by equations (2.17), and (2.29), respectively, and will
in the following section be derived with respect to the local frame of reference on
each cylinder in regular waves. The consecutive sections present the solution of the
boundary value problem.
3.2.1 Boundary conditions in the local frame
From the free-surface condition in equation (2.17) and the harmonic time dependence
of 0,, in equation (3.2), we can deduce that l must be of the form
oi = Re [beiWt]. (3.41)
In order to evaluate the time-derivative of S,, correctly to order 6rj, consider the
time-derivative of 0 as follows,
= Re [ +( + +*)ep+ *
Re0 d/) a + + +...) +. t .
Re [(iwp + iwo - i(U cos, + V sin) - a )e"] + o(6j),
a#
0(b) , o ~-'~)
0(6)
(3.42)
where the frequency of encounter w is given by equation (3.1). Notice that time is
present both via the harmonic term eiwt and the angle of rotation O(t). The term
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0/00 was replaced by -0/0/3 in the above equation, since 0 + # = 0 is constant
with respect to time, where /0j is the angle between the wave-heading and the inertial
X-axis. Using equations (2.17), (3.2), (3.41) and (3.42), the free surface boundary
condition for 0b in terms of the slow-drift frame, is then written
-v, + Oz 2i U + 2i V + 2i 2i _- 2i °VqO V! o
az g Ox9 g sy g a0 g
wo wo wo
-2 °- U cos#8' - 2c ° V sin3VP - 2i° - (3.43)
g g g 0
The decomposition of p into a diffraction potential 'pD and a radiation potential
PR, cf equation (3.2), suggests the equivalent decomposition of Ob, written as
= igA (D + R) . (3.44)
Wo
The radiation potential /bR is proportional to the linear motions. As will be seen later
in this chapter, one part of .R, will be proportional to 0io)/00I, such that ?/R will be
written
OR e= V X=,2 (e°,~A()d / +P ;Ph ly)(3.45)
The potentials D and PR are given with respect to the local coordinates (, yj, Zj) on
cylinder j. It is therefore appropriate to define the potential Ji(xj, yj, zj) = Ob(x, y, z)
and translate the boundary conditions for Ob into the local frame in terms of Obj. From
equation (3.9) we can infer that differentiation with respect to x, y and z in the slow-
drift frame are identical to differentiation with respect to xj, yj and zj, respectively
in the local frame. The corresponding relations for the cylindrical coordinates (R, O)
in the slow-drift frame and (rj, 0j) in the local frame, are given by
'go aj Oj O+j
ROR aj, +i yj j a (3.46)O= R + -y + 0-7 (y 47;
_ _Ol
j aO j Olj
x0 - jab -yj__ + .(3.47)0e = y -' 0
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Equation (3.46) will not be used in this analysis, but is included for the sake of
completeness. The boundary conditions for i, Oi and 0b'j on the free-surface and
on the body can now be obtained from equations (3.43), (3.44), (3.45), (3.47) and
(2.17), and are as follows:
-VD + -- -f (3.48)
- 0 (3.49)On
IoRi + aR fR (3.50)
(3.51)
O9n iwo
= 2i- (3.52)
= 0 (3.53)
On
where
f~, = Odo, ,,.o, Wo0;o
fD = + 2i (V +Q)aWD +2i Lo' D
g Ox, yj 00
-2w (U cos, + IcV sinfl) cOD + 2iw ° D - 2i V 0 1 VpD, (3.54)
g g Of g
9 Oxj 9 Oyi g 08iWo( +o 2i+° (1v + Vi4 )
-2- (KU cosp + KV sinf) q,; - 2i-, 01· V, R. (3.55)g g
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3.2.2 Outline of solution
The solution for the potentials 0 , ~b and 7Ik/j are simplified by considering the
potential Ji with the following boundary conditions:
O~j
-vj1 + =
azj
arj
L = c, + c2 +
where
L + c6V+01 V ,
V(zj),
- 38 + 48 +COs
The constants c - c6 and v(z,) must be determined by inspection of equations (3.48)
- (3.55) for the potentials 0 , ObR and 01bj, respectively. The determination of 'j can
be decomposed into a sequence of problems, and is written as a sum of the individual
potentials I, and C. The two first potentials combined satisfy the free-surface
condition in equation (3.56), but do not satisfy the body-boundary conditions. The
potential Tj corrects for the normal velocities that are induced by the solutions of
kj' and ' on the body-boundary and ensures that the condition in equation (3.57)
is satisfied. TI', T9 and A} are thus subject to the following boundary conditions:
- y--l + ' Lcp, (3.59)
1 Vl (Zj) (3.60)Orj
Oj092
orj
-Vg + t'
30%z
= c6Vb 01 VW,
= V2(Z),
= 0
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(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.61)
(3.62)
(3.63)
= v(zj) - vl(zj) - v,(zj) (3.64)
where v,(zj) and v,(zj) are the normal velocities induced by i and i, respectively
and are given by equation (3.81).
The particular solution of A can be found by inspection. Take first the v-
derivative of the linear zero-speed free-surface condition and then apply the linear
operator L:
-vO -- = 0 (3.65)
19z
_-^av + -a* = (3.66)
-vLC9+WL 0 =+ L (3.67)
'Ov 'OvOzj
-uv + 0--' = LW. (3.68)
1 9z
The above equations prove that the particular solution of equation (3.59) can be
written
= L a. (3.69)
The determination of Ti is simplified if only the far-field component is needed.
This will be the case if conservation of momentum is used as in Section 4.3 in order to
evaluate the slow-drift damping coefficient. Therefore, the remainder of this section
seeks to determine the wavelike component of the potential 'l, which are dominant
in the far field.
In order to solve equation (3.61) we first expand ' in the Fourier series
2 E 2 em c j2t (3.70)
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and invoke the Weber transform pair for V,m (Davies 1978),
TI2m(k) = r jdrj gm(rj)Wm(krj),
W (k )
6~P di B:~(b [J~.(aj - [YI (kajl"
where
Wm(kr) = Y'(kaj)Jm(krj) - J (kaj)Y(kr).
The Weber transform exists here due to the rapid decay of V 0,,1 as rj - oo. This
would not be the case with equation (3.59) because of the 1// j decay of the forcing
term in the free surface condition. The transformation of the Laplace equation,
the free surface condition and the bottom boundary condition for IC, leads to the
following set of equations for j,.(k):
-k 2 j + 2m
i
--y2m + a
a2m
Oazj
= 0,
= Fm(k),
=0,
in the fluid,
on z = 0,
on z = -h,
Ja
oo
= FC a (k)e i,
m=-00
(3.75)
is the Weber transform of the right hand side of equation (3.61). The solution of the
boundary value problem in equation (3.74) is obtained by standard methods, and is
written
= coshk(z + h) Fm(k)
cosh kh k tanh kh - v (3.76)
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(3.71)
(3.72)
(3.73)
where
(3.74)
The solution for fL,m then follows upon substitution of !j,m into equation (3.72),
If(r,) - X1 dk kFi(k) Wm(krj) cosh k(zj + h)2(j) = Jo ktanhkh - v [J' (kaj)]2 + [Y(ka,)]2 coshkh
with the path of integration intended above the pole at k tanh kh = v, denoted by
k = K. The identity
(3.78)W[ (kri) _ i t H)'(krj) Htt)(krj) [Jm(kai)]+ [Y1m1(kAi ) 2 H1l)' (kai) H121' (kaj)
allows the deformation of the contour of integration in the upper/lower k-plane for
Im(k)
Re(k)
Figure 3-3: Path of integration in the complex k-plane
the first/second terms in (3.78), as illustrated in Figure 3-3. As r -, oo, the wavelike
contribution to iTm arises from the residue at k = t, and takes the form
00oo
V = 0(z,) E aH2)(,)rj)eim' ,
m=-oo
j= -Y/Fm(K.)=
H$2)'(Kaj) Ksh/ cosh2 h + v/K
(3.79)
(3.80)
which represents outgoing waves satisfying the homogeneous free surface condition.
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The solution of 19 was derived in Section 3.1.2 with X = C. The body-boundary
condition for X, cf equations (3.24) and (3.64), which includes contributions from A'
and 9T, is written
u(zj) = v(zj)- -- L - Kfo (zj) E 7_H )I'(aj)ei'm. (3.81)
3.3 The potential 20
The boundary conditions for 20 in regular waves are here presented with respect to
the slow-drift frame. The free-surface condition was given in Section 2.2 by equation
(2.18) and the body-boundary condition by (2.32). The expressions for the potential
b0o and the linear motions , ct in regular waves with frequency w are given by
equations (3.2) and (4.20), respectively. Substituting for ,, in equation (2.18) and
taking the time-average, the first term on the right hand side is immediately found
to be zero. By interchanging the order of differentiation and using the free-surface
condition for , the first term inside the brackets of equation (2.18) is also found
to vanish. Using equation (A.13), the free-surface condition for b20 then takes the
following form,
020 = Im (· ) (3.82)
The body-boundary conditions follow from equation (2.32) and are written,
The body-boundary conditions follow from equation (2.32) and are written,
On 20= 2e W(x· n [iw(4 + & x )- V] - n [(+& x A) V]V) .
(3.83)
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No attempt has been made in this thesis to solve the boundary value problem for 20
as presented above. The potential is however consistently included in the expressions
for the wave-drift damping. The reader is referred to the paper by Grue & Palm
(1993), where the effects of 20o are considered, without having to solve the boundary
value problem.
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Chapter 4
The hydrodynamic forces
The pressure in the fluid with respect to the slow-drift frame is provided by the
Bernoulli's equation and is given by
p = p at - A + v-V o + gz (4.1)
where f \ is defined by equation (2.9). From Bernoulli's equation and the expansion
(2.11) for (a, t), it follows that the pressure in the fluid domain may be expanded
in the form
p(2, t) = poo()+ po,,(, t)+ p0o(, t)+ p, (, t)+ p20(, t)+p2,( t) + ...(4.2)
0(1) 0(rj) 0(6) o(ar) 0(62) o(62)
where poo is the hydrostatic, p,, the linear and pol the pressure due to the double
body flow. The remaining components are defined by the relations
P = P [ot - f bo + V 0. V.,O] , (4.3)
P20 = p [Ot + Vo V0o 1 (4.4)
at__ ++ 1 (4.5)
at,.,
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The hydrodynamic force experienced by the body may be obtained by integration
of Pij over its wetted surface or by the appropriate enforcement of the momentum
conservation principle. It follows that the corresponding expansion of the force on
the body becomes
F(t) = Flo(t) + F11(t) + F20(t) + F21(t) + ... . (4.6)
0(6) O(6ij) O(62) O(62j )
Here F1 0(t) is the linear exciting force for the fixed body and Fll(t) the leading
order correction due to the slow-drift velocity ri. F 20(t) is the second order exciting
force while F 2 1(t) is the corresponding correction due to the slow-drift velocity rj. In
monochromatic waves, the forces F 20(t) and F2 1(t) are the second-order mean drift
force and wave-drift damping, respectively.
In the following section, the forces Fij(t) are derived by pressure integration. The
section thereafter derives expressions for the mean forces by the enforcement of the
momentum conservation principle for arbitrary slow-drift velocities U and V, but
with .= 0.
4.1 Pressure integration
The forces on the body are here obtained by integration of the pressure over the
wetted surface of the body. The body is allowed to oscillate with the small amplitude
motions [ = (1, 2 0) and rotation cx = (0,0, a3 ). The expressions for the forces and
moments on the body are written
F = SBP N dS, (4.7)
M = xNdS, (4.8)
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where P is the pressure at the instantaneous position of the body and N the unit
normal vector measured in the slow-drift frame. Due to the small amplitude motions
l and c, the pressure P is expanded about the mean position of the slow-drift frame
in a Taylor series, and is given by
P = PI( + ( a + X X) VpIB + . , (4.9)
where PIlB is the pressure on the body evaluated in the slow-drift frame. The normal
vector N and the position vector a in the slow-drift frame are transformed into the
body-fixed frame as follows,
N = n+axa, (4.10)
= a'+ +C a x aX', (4.11)
where n is the unit normal vector in the body-fixed frame and ' is defined in Figure 2-
2. The linear forces and moments follow directly from equations (4.7) and (4.8) by
F1,i = 1 pir n dS, (4.12)
M = L~ pi ' x n dS, (4.13)
for i = 0, 1. The time average of the second order forces are obtained by substituting
the expressions for 7P, N and a into equation (4.7) and (4.8) and taking the time
average. The wetted surface SB is divided into the mean wetted surface SB and the
surface between z = 0 and the wave run up. The integral over the latter surface
is Taylor expanded about z = 0 and results in an integral along the mean water-
line, denoted by c,. The linear motions [ and ca admit expansions in the slow-drift
velocities as given by equation (4.21). Collecting terms of second order in the wave
steepness 6 and zero'th and first order in the slow-drift velocities rj, respectively gives
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the following expressions for the mean forces and moments,
F20
= s [(P20 + () + a 0°) x az').
2pgj C,2 n dl,
Vp10) n + p,, a(0) x n dS +
(4.14)
[P20 + ('°' + a( 0) X o) Vp1lO (' x n) dS +
L [p, () x n + a()0 x (' x n))]
2pgi 2 (' x n) dl,
dS +
(4.15)
= B [(P21 + ((O) + a(o) x') Vp1i) n + p,, a( x nJ dS
B [((1) + a(') x x') Vpo n + Plo a(') x n] dS +
pg9d t, 10C ndl,
[P21 + (() + a() x xM') Vpll] (' x n) dS +
[((1) + a(l) x ') Vpo (a' x n)] dS +
(4.16)
(( x n + a(0) x (' x n)) + Plo ((') x n + a( 1) X (,' X
pg (lo , (a' x n) d l,
n))] dS +
(4.17)
where the following vector identity was used in the expressions for M20 and M2 ,
z' x (a x n) + (a x ,') x n
= a x (' x ). (4.18)
More detailed expressions for the linear and the mean-forces on a floating structure
in monochromatic waves are given in Appendix A.
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4.2 Linear motions
Due to the linear excitation from the ambient waves, the body will respond with the
small amplitude motions j(t) in mode j, where the index j = 1, 2, 3 refers to surge,
sway and heave, respectively and rotations aj(t), j = 1,2,3 about the corresponding
axis. Only the surge, sway and yaw modes of motions are considered here. To simplify
the notation in this section, the rotations ai(t) are denoted by j+3. According to
Newton's law, the motions can be determined by,
Mij d ' (t) = Fi(t), (4.19)
dt2
where Fi(t) is the linear force in direction i. The linear forces are time-harmonic and
the motions are therefore written,
j(t) = Re ( eiwt). (4.20)
Equation (4.19) will next be written with respect to the slow-drift frame. Time
derivatives of a quantity in the slow-drift frame are given by equations (2.9) and
(3.42). However, the term f A in equation (2.9) equals zero since j(t) is a function
of time only. Expanding the linear force Fi(t) in the slow-drift velocities, cf equations
(A.1) and (A.2), suggests the following expansion for ij,
(o) + .j1) + (r 2 ), (4.21)
where (0) is the zero-speed linear motion and () is the correction due to the slow-
drift velocities. Using the above equations, the equations of motion with respect to
the slow-drift frame are now written,
M, ,[-Wi,, + 2wvo(Ucos3 + Vsin,3) - 2i ] ((o)+ (1)+ * = F"' F + ''
(4.22)
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Using the expressions for F() and F(1) in equations (A.3), (A.7), and consistently
collecting terms of 0(1) and O(rj), respectively, the linear motions j) and () are
obtained from equation (4.22) as follows,
[-W (Mj + A,) + iwoBoj) + C,] A' X- , (4.23)
[-w ( 1Mij + A)) + iwBo + cj] 4) 
X (1) - [U cosf + V sing] [2w, (M,ij + A!)) - iB!?)] (o) +
(woAj) -iwoB 1)) ( )- [2iwo (M, + A)) B')] a , (4.24)0 2 ij ij3a13
where O,)/f: is determined by,
[-W2 (Mij + A)) iwB! + Cij] °~' ° ax(,(4.25)
and the added-mass, damping-coefficients and the exciting forces are defined in Sec-
tion A.1. The coefficients Cij are the linear restoring coefficients, which for the hori-
zontal modes of motion are due to external forces such as mooring lines.
4.3 The momentum conservation principle
As an alternative to the pressure integration over the wetted body surface, the hori-
zontal mean forces on the body can be calculated using the momentum conservation
principle. By this method, the force is expressed in terms of an integral of hydrody-
namic quantities over a control-surface at some distance away from the body.
The momentum conservation principle is here first applied to a body undergoing
arbitrary slow-drift motions in surge and sway in order to obtain the drift-forces
of second-order in the wave-amplitude. The expressions are then perturbed in the
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slow-drift velocities, assuming U and V are small, and expressions for the zero-speed
drift force and the wave-drift damping are obtained. The angular velocity Q1 of the
slow-drift yaw-rotation is assumed to be equal to zero throughout this analysis.
The expressions for the mean drift-force in surge (1), sway (2) and yaw (6) were
derived in Faltinsen (1990) and are written,
Fi = -I [pn+ pvi, ] dS, i= 1,2,6, (4.26)
where the control-surface SO was assumed fixed in space. The formula applies if So
is fixed in the slow-drift frame of reference and the pressure p and the velocities vi,
v. are given relative to this frame. The pressure is then given by equation (4.1) and
the fluid velocities by,
v, 0- -U, (4.27)a:
v2 = - -V, (4.28)
ay
v = xv 2 - yv 1. (4.29)
The unit normal vector n = (n ,,n 2, n3) is pointing out of control-surface S,, while
the yaw component n6 is given by n6 = n2 - ynj. The control-surface is here taken
to be a vertical circular cylinder centered at the origin of the slow-drift frame, with
radius R - oo. Due to the oscillations of the wave-elevation, S,~ is time-dependent.
The control-surface is therefore written, S, = So + AS, where S is the surface
below z = 0 and AS the surface between z = 0 and the wave-elevation (. Assuming
the wave-elevation is small, the integration along the z-axis on AS is expanded in a
Taylor series about z = 0 as follows,
Jff,(dS = jf(*)dzdl
= X (C(*) + C2(*) +...) dl, (4.30)
where (*) denotes the integrand in equation (4.26) and c the intersection between
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SO and z = O. In order to obtain the drift-force correct to second-order in the
wave-amplitude, the potential b and the wave-elevation C are first expanded in the
wave-steepness as follows,
= O(o) + (l) + b(2) + o(82), (4.31)
= C(1) + C(2) + o(82), (4.32)
where the steady wave-elevation C((0) was omitted assuming the steady potential O(°)
can be represented by the double-body flow. Substituting the expression for b into
equations (4.1) and (4.27) - (4.29), and the expression for into equation (4.30), the
drift-forces in equation (4.26) of second-order in take the following form,
F, = PJjs [(Ot-f A ++2 V V + gz)nI-(O-U)(On-Un-Vn2 ) dS
PJf [-(V/R)b(2) + V( ) 'V()mn - b))] dS -
-( j [V(1)+t) n- 2(V/R)qO1)+b )] dl-p -O (j )U(Un + V 2)dl +
P j [u2q?/~?n1 + V2q5P")q")n - 2(V2/R)q(2, )+2UV~ ~)qS)n2] dl + o(82),
(4.33)
F2 Jj |(¢tt-f A + +V± 2g V ( + -Y  Un -Vn2 dS
= J [(u/R))) + 1V() *V(') n- y )nj) dS -
2 - (00 coo
2 [ 1 ~b?'1n2 + 2(U/R)b)'( O)] dl- pi ((2)V(Un1 + Vn2 )dl +
f [u2(ml))n 2 + V2q))n 2 +2(U2/R)0(1)(1)+2Uvcyk .')n] dl + o(2),
(4.34)
F5= -p J ( (qY - V) -Y(O-- U)) (n- Un - Vn2)dS
= -pff J/3 [ l(Un 1 +Vn 2 ))+ (yU-xV)c _nI2)] dS +
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j [a) (Ut-()n + j)y]-V[ 2 + ()] dl +
P j [U2 (~)(s( l)n, - ()y)+ V2q()$(1)n, + )] dl +
oo J [uv (')[q(f)n + (l)n2] + 0(A)[qx - d,)y])] dl +
p (2)(Uni + Vn2)(yU - xV) dl + o(82). (4.35)
Notice that in the integrand of equation (4.26) there are only terms of 0(62) on So
and terms of 0(E) and 0(1) on AS. The steady double-body potential (°) behaves
like a dipole as R -- oo and does not contribute to the forces in the above expressions.
The drift-forces Fi are next expanded in U and V, assuming the slow-drift veloci-
ties are small. This allows the drift-forces in equations (4.33) - (4.35) to be expressed
as a sum of the zero-speed drift-force Di and the wave-drift damping coefficients Bj
as follows,
FP = Di-Bvj, + O(Uj2), (4.36)
where U1 = U and U2 = V. Bij is defined as the leading order correction to the
drift-force in direction i due to slow-drift motion in direction j. Expressions for Bij
are obtained by further expanding the potentials (1) and q(2) in Uj, keeping terms
of O(Uj) only, and substituting into equations (4.33) - (4.35). To leading order, the
potentials 0(1) and q(2) are written,
0(1) = Re [(q0 + V,)eiwt] + O(Uj), (4.37)
0(2) = +20 0(2 Ui). (4.38)
The potential b depends on the slow-drift velocities U, V and fl, cf Section 3.2. Here
shall be used a notation which allows explicit expressions for the wave-drift damping
coefficients Bij. Define,
I, ' - bl(vu=lv=on=o), (4.39)
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1v 1 kl(u=o,v=1,n=o), (4.40)
where the subscripts on 1b denote the values of the slow-drift velocities to replace
U, V and Q in Section 3.2. The wave-drift damping coefficients Bij are obtained
by substituting equations (4.37) and (4.38) into equations (4.33) - (4.34) and using
equation (A.13) to obtain the time-average. Including terms proportional to U only,
the wave-drift damping due to the slow-drift surge motion is given by,
Bl =: ff 2 [pn 2k[+ U n* - V up V sn] dS +co[W. O + - V .]s+
1P T v'kU*nl - ° cosf*nj) dl, (4.41)
B21 = 2PJL ['u + WnOU - Vp .v ' u n, dS +
2P ( vU*n2 - -cos3*n2 + W 'P; dl, (4.42)
9 R /
1 2P - fn + S' - 2n, + 2y ] dS +
2 piwo J '(-W n + nY) dl. (4.43)
The expressions for Bij could alternatively have been derived from equation (4.26)
employing the expansion (2.11) instead of the separate expansions presented in this
Section by equations (4.31), (4.37) and (4.38).
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4.3.1 Conservation law for the slow-drift damping coeffi-
cients
Expressions (4.41) and (4.42), excluding the potential 2 0, will be shown to be in
conservation form, i.e. its value does not depend on the position of the control surface
SO. This will be shown to be the case for two arbitrary velocity potentials T and vU
subject to the free-surface conditions
-vT +z = 0, (4.44)
-vMku + ,U = 2i--- O -2r wcos/ W- (4.45)
g g
Here it is important to note that all three wavelike components of vU, described in
Section 3.2.2, satisfy equation (4.45), when written in terms of the slow-drift coordi-
nates. In particular, A'l is subject to (4.45), while A and 3 satisfy the homogeneous
form of (4.45).
We will use the following identity, valid for an arbitrary velocity potential b over
a closed surface S:
I(+) = Re (q.V~O!- ~Vq. Vq n,)dS = 0, (4.46)
where n, = (n,,n 2) is the horizontal component of the unit normal vector on S
pointing out of the enclosed domain and V, is the horizontal component of the
gradient.
Apply now (4.46) to the potential = + ' over the surface S = Sc~ + S2 + SF,
where SC, and S2 are two vertical, neighboring surfaces and SF is the annular strip
on z = 0 between the intersecting contours cl and c2 as indicated in Figure 4-1.
The vertical surfaces Scl and Sc2 do not have to be circular. Assuming that the flow
velocity vanishes at z = -h, equation (4.46) may be rewritten in the form
Re j - (in[V 2DC + WnV2D U' - V . V u' n,2)dS = 0. (4.47)
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Figure 4-1: The vertical control-surfaces S,, and Sc2 and their intersections cl and
c2, respectively, with z = 0.
The integral over SF, where n2D = 0, can be simplified using the free surface condi-
tions (4.44) and (4.45). The integrand on this surface may be reduced to the form
z,'V2,o + (ozVlVD ' = (vou ' - 2i oz - 2/ w cosI&*)V2Do( + vS(V2DO . (4.48)
9 g
The x- and y-components of equation (4.48) are now treated separately in proving the
conservation law for the wave-drift damping coefficients B,, and B2 , respectively. The
x-component is simplified by employing the identities Re (2cp_.*) = Re (I.* + A*)
and Re (2iT,o.*) = 0. It follows that
Re J (So.~bu + pbOu*)d = Re j - cos ocp*)dS
= Re (VvU - -r cosipW*o* ) nldl, (4.49)
+c 2 g
where Stokes' theorem has been used. Combining equations (4.49) and the x-component
of equation (4.47), gives the following equation for the potentials cp and pbU*:
Re Jjl +S 2 (OnU' + n' - V~o. Vku' nl)dS+
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%__7
I 
Re , (vc 'uu* - K ;cos/3*)njdl = 0. (4.50)
C1 +C2 9
Comparing equations (4.41) and (4.50), noting that the unit normal vector n points
inward on the inner surface Sc,, it is found that expression (4.41) is independent of
the position of SO,, which proves the conservation law for the wave-drift damping
coefficient B,,.
The proof of the conservation law for the coefficient B,2 is similar to the above
analysis. The y-component of equation (4.48) is first simplified using the identity
Re [-2ipyvo)] = Re [-*(p;)- i'y(S )] (4.51)
The integral on SF of the y-component in equation (4.48) can then be written
Re ( y * + c'b*)dS = Re Jf p(vWpb* - WorcosP SO*)dS +
Re i dS
= Re , (v,*n2 - °-- cos3 O*n2 + i°So)dl,Cl +C2 9 g
(4.52)
where W* is the derivative of A* along the positive tangential direction of the curves.
For cylindrical coordinates it is given by W* = I for the outer/inner curves.
Combining equations (4.49) and the y-component of equation (4.47), and comparing
with (4.42) proves the conservation law for the damping coefficient B21 in equation
(4.42), excluding the potential 20.
The position of the control surface S in (4.41) and (4.42) may therefore be
selected arbitrarily. It may for example be taken to coincide with the body surface,
as long as only the wavelike components are included in the definition of the velocity
potential Vo. The non-wavelike part of fi1 does not satisfy equation (4.45) and must
therefore be omitted. All integrations suggested by expression (4.41) and (4.42) are
carried out over the surface of each cylinder j by employing the explicit local wavelike
solutions derived in Section 3.2.
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Chapter 5
Results - frequency domain
This chapter presents plots of the hydrodynamic forces and motions of Chapter 4
for arrays of cylinders and real platforms. The results from the time-simulations are
presented in Chapter 7.
The computations of the motions and forces were performed by the computer
program SWIM (Slow Wave Induced Motions), which is an implementation of the
theory in Chapters 3 and 4. The code is part of a joint industrial project that was
started for the purpose of studying the slow-drift motions of real offshore structures.
The theory in Chapter 3 was derived for arrays of vertical cylinders with draft
equal to the water-depth. Most real offshore structures, however, consists of an array
of truncated cylinders attached to a set of pontoons. The theory in the previous
chapters was therefore extended to account for the truncated cylinders and pontoons
in an approximate manner. This is discussed later in this section.
In order to verify the results computed by SWIM, comparison has been made with
other computer codes. Zero-speed quantities were provided by the radiation/diffraction
panel program WAMIT (Korsmeyer, et. al., 1988). WAMIT is a mature 3-dimensional
frequency domain program for the analysis of interactions of surface waves with off-
shore structures. Quantities associated with the effects of forward-speed were pro-
vided by a panel program of the University of Oslo (Nossen, 1991 and Grue, 1993).
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5.1 Array of cylinders with draft equal to water-
depth
First an array of vertical cylinders with draft equal to the water-depth was studied.
This geometry may not be of great practical interest by itself, but provides a good
basis for comparison of the hydrodynamic forces and motions. It is also shown later
in the section that this geometry is useful for the study of more complex geometries.
The array of cylinders, referred to as platform I, consists of four equal cylinders
with radii a = 10[m] and draft equal to 3a. Each cylinder is centered on the corners
of a square with sides 7a. The configuration of the cylinders and the sea bottom
are shown in Figure 5-1. The linear forces, the zero-speed drift-forces and the wave-
Figure 5-1: Platform I. The cylinder radii=10[m] and the cylinders are centered on
the corners of a square with sides=70[m]. The draft of the cylinders and the water
depth=30[m].
drift damping due to slow yaw rotations were computed by pressure integration, as
described in Section 4.1. The wave-drift damping forces B,, and B2, were computed
by the momentum conservation, described in Section 4.3.
The comparison with WAMIT and Nossen et. al. are excellent for both linear
motions and the mean forces.
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Figure 5-2: RAO of platform I for different wave-headings. The lines were com-
puted by SWIM and the +'s by WAMIT. Top: , O)/Aj. Center: [2( )/Al. Bottom:
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Figure 5-5: Wave-drift damping (B,,/p(ga)'l/A 2) for a restrained body. Wave-
heading: fi = 0° . Comparison between SWIM and Nossen, Grue & Palm (1991).
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Figure 5-6: Wave-drift damping B,,/(p(ga)'/1 A2 ) of platform I, restrained, with =
0°. Comparison between pressure integration and the momentum conservation. In the
pressure integration, only wave-like terms are included in the forward-speed potential.
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5.2 Truncated cylinders
The array of cylinders from the previous section is here studied in deep water, and
is referred to as platform II. The truncation of the cylinders have been accounted for
in an approximate manner in SWIM. The fluid-flow is solved for as if the cylinders
were extended down to the bottom. The forces, however, are integrated only over the
actual surface of the body.
For waves with wave-length less than twice the draft of the body, the truncation
error is not expected to contribute significantly to the forces, since most of the wave-
action occurs above the draft of the cylinders. This can be seen from Figures 5-10
and 5-11, where the corresponding region is for Ka > 1. For longer waves, however,
the fluid-flow near the bottom of the truncated cylinder is not expected to be cor-
rectly modelled by SWIM. These are 3-dimensional effects that in general tend to
reduce the force on the body. For long waves, the drift-forces are therefore generally
overestimated by SWIM.
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Figure 5-9: Yaw RAO ( 3iI) of platform I, computed by SWIM and WAMIT for
f = 30°. Top: Draft of cylinders = water-depth. Bottom: Draft of cylinders = 30%
of water-depth.
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Figure 5-10: Surge drift force (D,/pgA 2 a) of platform I, computed by SWIM and
WAMIT for = 0° . Top: Draft of cylinders = water-depth. Bottom: Draft of
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Figure 5-11: Yaw drift moment (D6 /pgA 2 a2) of platform I, computed by SWIM and
WAMIT for 3 = 300. Top: Draft of cylinders = water-depth. Bottom: Draft of
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5.3 Truncated cylinders with rectangular pontoons
The hydrodynamic forces on a realistic platform are studied. The cylinder configu-
ration and draft are identical to the cylinder array of Section 5.1. The rectangular
pontoons are modelled as illustrated in Figure 5-12. The pontoons have width equal
to the diameter of the cylinders and height=14[m]. The draft of the pontoons equals
44[m]. The platform is referred to as platform III.
Figure 5-12: A realistic offshore platform, with the same cylinder configuration as in
the previous section, and pontoons with dimensions: width= , height= and length=
The effects of rectangular pontoons are accounted for in the computations of the
linear motions and the zero-speed forces. The linear forces on the pontoons are com-
puted using a long wave approximation to relate the diffraction forces to the added-
mass and damping coefficients. The Froude-Krilov force is computed with no approx-
imation. The added-mass of the pontoons are obtained from the 2-dimensional values
of the cross-section. Consistently with the long wave approximation, the damping-
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coefficients of the pontoons are neglected. For the zero-speed forces, a long wave
approximation by Nielsen (1987) was employed.
The flow interaction between the cylinders and the pontoons was not accounted
for, nor was the interaction between pontoons considered. These effects are expected
to become important at resonance of the waves between the cylinders and for very
long waves.
As can be seen from Figure 5-13, the linear motions are well predicted by SWIM.
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pontoons in deep water. Wave-heading: /3 = 0°. Comparison between SWIM and
Nossen, Grue & Palm (1991).
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Figure 5-16: Wave-drift damping moment (B,,/p(ga)'l/A 2a) of platform I with the
same pontoons as described in the previous figure. Deep water with wave-heading
,3 = 0°. The platform is free to surge in linear motions. Comparison between SWIM
and Grue & Palm (1992).
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Chapter 6
Time-simulation of slow-drift
motions
The chapter presents a method of simulating the slow-drift motions in time, using the
hydrodynamic forces obtained in the previous sections. A model slow-drift equation
for the surge-sway-yaw modes of motion, based on Sclavounos (1994), is employed.
Realizations of the random second-order forces in a sea-state are computed by the
filtering of white Gaussian noise and the double summation of time series. The
equations of the slow-drift motions are solved numerically by a Runge-Kutta scheme.
The numerical scheme allows for non-linear damping and restoring forces, and the
former has been included in the simulations.
6.1 A model slow-drift equation of motion
Using Newton's second law and a multiple time-scales analysis to separate the fast-
scales from the slow-scales, the slow-drift equations of motions can be derived. In
Sclavounos (1994), a model based on potential flow theory and small slow-drift ve-
locities was used in deriving the slow-drift surge-sway-yaw equations of motion. This
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0
Figure 6-1: The inertial frame (X,Y, Z) and the slow-drift frame (x, y, z). The po-
sition of the body (here illustrated by four vertical cylinders), is determined by the
coordinates X(t), Y(t) and the yaw-angle of rotation 0(t), relative to the inertial
frame.
model will be used in the following analysis with some minor modifications. The
potential flow forces of second-order in the slow-drift velocities are here neglected.
However, viscous damping is present via a Morison type force.
Denote by Xo(t) = (X(t),Yo(t),O(t)) T the surge-sway-yaw slow-drift vector,
where Xo(t), Y(t) and 0(t) are the respective coordinates of the slow-drift frame,
which is following the slow-drift motion of the structure, see Figure 6.1. The magni-
tude of the slow-drift velocities Xo(t), Yo(t) and (t) are here assumed small. How-
ever, no assumptions are made with respect to Xo(t), Y(t) and 0(t). The slow-drift
equations will be given with respect to the inertial frame (X,Y, Z). The hydro-
dynamic forces, which are given with respect to the slow-drift frame, are therefore
transformed via the transformation matrix [S], defined below. Based on Sclavounos
(1994) and the above discussion, the surge-sway-yaw slow-drift equation matrix is
thus written,
[S] ([M] + [A]) [S]T X0 + [S][B(t)][S]T Xo + =(0X) + [C]X  [S]Y(t), (6.1)
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where [M] is the inertia matrix, [A] is the added-mass matrix, [C] is the linear restor-
ing coefficient matrix, B(t) is the wave-drift damping matrix and Y(t) is the zero-
speed drift force vector. (X0 ) is the viscous damping force of O(X, ), as described
in Appendix D. The transformation matrix [S] is defined by equation (2.4). The
quantities [M], [A], [B(t)] and JF(t) are given with respect to the slow-drift frame,
while [C] is given with respect to the inertial frame. They are defined as follows,
Ill 0 0 All A A,1 D,(t)
[M]= 0 I22 , [A] = A21 A22 A26 , (t)= D2 (t) , (6.2)
0 0 61, A 6 1 A 62 A 6 6 D 6 (t)
B,, (t) B12(t) BI6 (t) Cxx CXY CX
[B(t)]= B 21 (t) B 22(t) B 26(t) , [C] Cy, Cyy C . (6.3)
B61(t) B62(t) B66(t) Cox CY Coo
The subscripts 1, 2, 6 and X, Y, O here refer to surge, sway, yaw, in the slow-drift
frame and the inertial frame, respectively. I = I22 is the mass of the structure and
I66 the moment of inertia about the z-axis. The center of gravity and the origin of
the slow-drift frame are assumed to be along the same vertical line, such that Ij = 0
for i = 1,2, j = 6 and i = 6, j = 1,2.
In order to make the equation of motions more suitable for a numerical solution-
scheme, equation (6.1) is written,
o = [a]-' (f - [b]X - F.(Xo)- [C]Xo), (6.4)
where [a] = [M] + [S][A][S]T , [b] = [S][B(t)][S]T and f = [S]F(t). [a]- l is the inverse
matrix of [a]. The second-order differential equation (6.4) can now be written as two
first-order differential equations. Introduce the vector X = O. Replacing X and
XO in equation (6.4) by X, and X,, respectively, leads to the following two first-order
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differential equations for X0 and X,,
x = X1,, (6.5)
X1 = [a]-' (f - [b]X, - (X 1) - [C]X). (6.6)
6.2 White Gaussian noise
This section gives a brief presentation of the white Gaussian noise (WGN) process
w(t) and some related quantities that will be used as a basis for the study of the
slow-drift motions in a random sea-state.
The process w(t) which will be used throughout this analysis is stationary white
Gaussian noise with zero mean, unit variance and unit spectral density. The Fourier
transform of w(t) is defined W(w), and the Fourier transform pair is written,
(t) = 2 r W(w) e- tdw, (6.7)
W(w) = L w(t) eiwtdt, (6.8)
-00
where W(w) is a stochastic process in the variable w. Since w(t) is a real process, the
Fourier transform satisfies the condition,
W(-w) = W*(w), (6.9)
where the * denotes complex conjugate. By the statistical properties of w(t) and
equations (6.7) - (6.8) it can be shown that W(w) is stationary with zero mean and
auto-correlation,
E [W(wI)W*(w2 )] = 2r(w, - ,), (6.10)
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where the notation E[.] denotes the mean of the quantities inside the brackets. (t)
is the Dirac delta function. It can be inferred from equations (6.8) and (6.10) that
W(w) is a WGN process. W(w) is in general a complex process, and will here be
written,
W(w) = WR(W) + iW(w), (6.11)
where WR(W) and WI(w) are real stochastic processes. In Papoulis, pp. 306-308,
it is shown that WR(w) and Wi(w) are jointly normal with zero mean, and from
equation (6.10) and equation (10-158) in Papoulis, it can further be shown that the
processes are uncorrelated. From the above discussion, it can therefore be concluded
that WR(W) and Wi(w) are independent zero mean WGN processes with variance,
Var[WR(w)] = Var[WI(w)] = 7r.
6.3 Wave-elevation
The linear wave-elevation C(t) in a given sea-state is assumed to be a stationary,
Gaussian, random process. Due to the linearity, (t) can therefore be obtained by
linear filtering of the WGN process w(t), described in Section 6.2. The wave-elevation
C(t) and its Fourier transform Z(w) are defined as follows,
C(t) = f w(r)h(t - r)dr, (6.12)
Z(w) = W(w)H(w), (6.13)
where h(t) is the linear filter and H(w) its Fourier transform. Given the spectral
density S(w) of the wave-elevation, the transfer function H(w) is determined by the
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relation, Sc(w) = H(w)a2 S,(w), which defines H(w) as,
H(w) = [SC(W)]2 , (6.14)
since the spectral density of w(t) is So(w) = 1. A realization of the wave-signal C(t)
can now be obtained from the expression (6.12), by first computing the Fourier trans-
form of H(w) and a realization of w(t). This approach requires the computation of one
Fourier transform and one convolution integral in addition to the generation of w(t).
An alternative approach, which only requires the computation of one Fourier trans-
form and the realization of a WGN process, is obtained by computing the quantities
listed below:
1. A realization of the process W(w), which is a WGN process.
2. The 'wave-amplitudes' Z(w)= W(w) [SC(w)]1/ 2 .
3. The Fourier transform of Z(w):
C(t) = - J Z(w)e d. (6.15)
Note that the wave-elevation in equation (6.15) is evaluated at X = Y = 0. In order
to evaluate (t) at (X, Yo), the factor ei'(Xocoso+YosinPo) must be multiplied e-iwt
in equation (6.15). f0 is the angle between the inertial X-axis and the direction of
wave-propagation. By virtue of equation (6.9) and the identity S(-w) = S¢(w),
the realization of C(t) is a purely real signal. Also notice that the spectral density
S¢(w) as presented here, is multiplied a factor of 2-r compared to wave-spectra most
commonly used in ocean engineering. The variance of the process C(t) is therefore
found to be,
E [C2(t)] -= 2- S(w)dw. (6.16)
2r _.o
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6.4 Second-order forces
The leading-order slowly-varying forces in an irregular sea-state are proportional to
the wave-amplitude squared. Denote by D(t) the second-order force acting on the
body. D(t) here represents any of the second-order forces described in Section 4. A
realization of D(t) is obtained by a proper filtering of the wave-elevation C, given the
the second-order filter h(t,, t). The second-order force is thus written,
D(t) = C(tl)C(t2)h(t - t,t - t,)dt,dt2
= (2)- 2 f Z(wl)Z(w 2)H(wl,w 2)e-i(w1+w2)tdwldw, (6.17)
_--00 ,--OO
where h(t1,t 2 ) and H(w,,w 2) are the double Fourier transform pair defined by,
h(tl,t 2) = (2r) -2 H(wI ,w2 )e-i(wltl+W2t2)dwd dw, (6.18)/+oof o
H(w, ,w2) = J J h(t, t2) ei(ltl +W2t2)dt, dt2. (6.19)
H(w ,w2) is the transfer function of the second-order force on the body. The ex-
pression (6.17) contains both sum-frequency components (w1w2 > 0) and difference-
frequency components (ww2 < 0) of D(t). The former are acting over a time-scale
which is much shorter than the time-scale of the slow-drift motions, and are there-
fore not considered in the following analysis. In order to remove the sum-frequency
components from D(t), the second-order difference-frequency force D-(t) is defined,
D-(t) = (2r) - +L e(w1,w 2)Z(w,)Z(w 2 )H(w, ,w 2)e-i(w+W2)tdw dw2, (6.20)f-.-oo
where (w1,W2 ) = [1 - sgn(w,)sgn(w2 )] and sgn(w) = ±1 for w < 0. The expression
for D-(t) can be significantly simplified by employing the assumption of a narrow-
banded wave spectrum, which will be considered next.
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6.4.1 Narrow-banded wave-spectrum
In a sea-state with a narrow-banded wave-spectrum, a major part of the energy is
concentrated around a particular frequency. This is often the case for severe sea-
states, which are used in designing offshore structures. In this case, the Newman's
approximation can be applied to the difference-frequency transfer function as follows,
H(wi,wj) = [H(wi, -wi) + H(wj, -w)], wioj < 0. (6.21)
It is here assumed that H(w, wj) does not vary appreciably near the diagonal w = wj.
The approximation (6.21) reduces the computation of the full matrix H(wi, w,) to only
the diagonal terms H(wi,wi), which represents the mean force acting on the body.
The computation of the off-diagonal terms generally requires an order of magnitude
more effort than the diagonal terms. Introduce the second-order mean force D(w),
D(w) = Re [D(w)], (6.22)
which represents any of the forces of O(62) and O(62 j) obtained in Section 4.3 and
Appendix A.2, A.3. The complex force D(w) satisfies the identity D(-w) = D*(w),
where * denotes complex conjugate. The relation between D(w) and H(w,-w) is
given by,
H(w,-w) = 22)(w), (6.23)
The double integral in equation (6.20) can be reduced to a single integral by substi-
tuting the expression (6.21) for H(w,,w 2). After some algebra and using equations
(6.22) - (6.23), the second-order force D-(t) is written,
D-(t) = 4 2 Re [| Z(wl)D(w)e-iwltdwl 1 Z(w2)eiw2tdw2_
00 sgn(w1)Z(w,),(w,) e-iwl tdw sgn(w2 )Z( 2 )e-i2tdw 2]
(6.24)
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Expression (6.24) applies to the forces Di(t) and B,,(t) of equations (6.2)-(6.3), for
i,j = 1, 2, 6, given the appropriate expressions for D(w). In particular, the realization
of the surge wave-drift damping coefficient B-(t), is thus written,
B-(t) = 1 Re 
+oo
J-f00
Z(L )B,1 (wL) e'ltdw, f Z(w2 ) e-i2tdW 2 -
sgn(w,)Z(w1 )D, (w1 ) e -iltdw J sgn(w2)Z(w2 ) e-iwtdw 2],
(6.25)
where B,,(w) is obtained from equation (4.41), which is written,
B1 (w) =
The mean value of
over time and is given
2P J| [.' + .'u - VW Vu, nfl] dS +
2 c v nooo
2p u'n_ K- cos/3so*n, dl.f":o / (6.26)
D-(t) in an irregular sea-state is obtained by averaging (6.24)
by,
E [D-(t)] = -
27r _
2Sc(w)D(w)dw. (6.27)
6.5 Numerical implementation
The expressions for the wave-elevation and the hydrodynamic forces in Sections 6.3
and 6.4 were discretized in time with constant time-step, At, at the discrete times,
ti, i = 1, ..., N. The frequency-axis was similarly discretized at the discrete frequen-
cies wi, i = 1,...,N, with spacing Aw. Due to its computational advantages, the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used in calculating the Fourier integrals, which
restricts the number of time-steps to be a multiplier of 2. Realizations of the stochas-
tic processes W(w) and hence the wave-amplitude Z(w), were therefore evaluated at
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the frequencies w; for i = 1, ... , N. A sequence of independent Gaussian numbers was
generated by first using a random number generator of equally distributed numbers
between 0 and 1, and then employing a transformation to obtain the Gaussian distri-
bution. The particular random number generator, RANi from the Numerical Recipes
library, is able to generate a sequence of 232 independent numbers without repeating
itself, which enables the simulation of very long records of the slow-drift motions.
An approximation has been made with respect to the wave-drift damping matrix
[B(t)] and the drift force F(t) in the equation of motions (6.1), in order to calculate
the hydro-dynamic forces by the FFT. The simulations in Section 7, were performed
by evaluating all forces at the position Xo(t) = Yo(t) = 0 and constant yaw-rotation
O(t). This allows the computation of the forces prior to the simulations of the motions.
The errors introduced by the approximation are insignificant when the surge-sway
translations are small relative to the dominant wave-lengths, which is the case in
most real sea-states. The approximation may be less good for finite values of the
yaw-rotation, since the hydro-dynamic yaw moment and the force perpendicular to
the wave-heading, in general are very sensitive to a change in the wave-heading.
The dependence upon the slow-drift coordinates can alternatively be accounted
for by computing the time-history of the forces for an array of constant values of
Xo(t), Y(t) and O(t). During the simulation of the slow-drift motions, the forces at
the exact slow-drift position can thus be interpolated from the array of data. This
approach allows for the use of FFT, since the slow-drift coordinates appear as constant
parameters in [B(t)] and '(t).
The solution of the slow-drift equations were performed by a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta scheme, which evaluates the forces at half time-steps. In order to use the
time-step At for the forces, the motions are therefore calculated at t2j, with time-step
2At. The Runge-Kutta scheme is robust in all practical cases.
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Chapter 7
Results - time domain simulations
This chapter presents the results of the time-simulations that were described in Chap-
ter 6. A sensitivity study of relevant parameters of the slow-drift motions has been
performed and are presented.
The time-simulations were carried out by the module motion, which is a part
of the SWIM program. The module motion is an implementation of the theory of
Chapter 6. The hydrodynamic input to motion is provided by the swim module,
described in Chapter 5.
The time-simulation of the slow-drift motions for a given structure, depend upon a
number of parameters. Some of these parameters are related to the physical environ-
ments, such as the wave-spectrum, the directional spreading of the waves, statistical
properties of the sea-state and the current. Other parameters are related to the
modelling of the forces on the structure, e. g. the drag-coefficient. A third group of
parameters is related to the time-simulation scheme. This includes the size of the
time-steps and the length of the simulations. This section gives a brief description of
the parameters with plots of their dependence upon simple statistical properties of
the slow-drift motions, such as the mean deflection and the standard deviation.
Unless otherwise stated, the results of this chapter were obtained using a JON-
SWAP spectrum for the waves, with significant height H, = 13 [m], peak period
Tp = 14 [sec] and gamma parameter = 3.3.
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7.1 Wave-elevation and linear motions
The wave-elevation in a long-crested sea-state is given by equation (6.15). This section
presents simulated time history of C(t) along with the corresponding linear motions
of a platform, computed by FFT. As a verification of the statistical properties of C(t),
comparison is made between the probability density function (pdf) of the simulated
signal and the Gaussian distribution. The energy contents of the different spectral
components in the signal are compared with the input spectrum. The convergence of
the pdf and the spectrum are demonstrated by increasing the length of the simula-
tions.
Figure 7-1 shows the simulated wave-elevation and the corresponding motions of
platform III, with wave-heading P = 30°.
In Figure 7-2, the pdf of a simulated record of length T = 2 KN [sec] is compared
with the Gaussian distribution. The pdf of a the shortest record does not look like
the Gaussian distribution, but the computed pdf approaches the Gaussian as KN
increases. It is here worth noting that the signal C(t) follows a Gaussian distribution
for any number of discrete frequencies w, since the complex wave-amplitudes Z(w)
are Gaussian.
Figure 7-3 shows the spectrum of wave-elevation records of length T = 2 KN [sec]
in comparison with the input spectrum (JONSWAP). The spectrum of the signal
was computed using a maximum entropy method. The comparison is good for a
record of length T = 217 [sec]. Some of the discrepancy for shorter records may
be due to difficulties in calculating the spectrum. Besides, the magnitude of the
wave-amplitudes are random variables (following a Rayleigh distribution), and the
spectrum of a single record can therefore not be expected to be equal to the input
spectrum.
The boxplots in Figure 7-4 display the spread of the mean value C and the rms
OA for a number (100) of records with length T = 2 KN [sec]. Each box represents
the range of 50% of the data. All data were inside the range of the whiskers. In the
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bottom plot, the spread of and orc are quantified by their rms values.
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Figure 7-1: The four plots show simulations of the wave-elevation and the correspond-
ing linear surge-sway-yaw motions of platform III, for i = 300. The three first plots
are given in [meters] and the last in [DEG].
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7.2 Slow-drift motions
Results from simulations of the slow-drift motions are here presented. The equations
of motions, given by equations (6.5) and (6.6) were solved by a Runge-Kutta scheme.
The mean deflection and the rms of the simulated slow-drift motions were computed
and plotted against several parameters; the length of the record, transients, drag-
coefficient, current velocity and directional spreading of the sea-state.
In Figure 7-5 the difference between the time-scales of the linear motions (fast-
scale) and the slow-drift motions (slow-scale) are emphasized. A comparison of the
slow-drift spectral components in Figure 7-6 and the wave spectral components in
Figure 7-3 illustrates the difference in the frequency domain. A third scale, the slow
slow-scale is introduced by the envelope of the slow-drift motions.
Examples of the surge-sway-yaw slow-drift motions are displayed in Figure 7-7.
Notice the different amplitudes of the slow-drift motions and the linear motions in
Figure 7-1, which were calculated for the same sea-state.
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Figure 7-5: Surge motions of platform I. Top: Linear motions (,(t)). Center: Slow-
drift motions (X(t)). Bottom: Envelope of slow-drift motions. Notice the different
time-scales between the plots.
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Figure 7-6: Spectral density of the slow-drift motion (surge) of platform III. The
natural period of the system is 180 [sec].
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III for = 300. The two first plots are given in [meters] and the last in [DEG].
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7.2.1 Length of simulations
Estimates of the mean deflection and rms of the slow-drift motions were calculated
for different lengths of the simulations. The mean and rms values for 1000 simulated
records are shown in the boxplots in Figure 7-8. 50% of the data are contained within
the edges of the boxes and all data are within the whiskers. The bottom plot shows
quantitatively how spread the estimates of the mean and the rms of the slow-drift
motions were.
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7.2.2 Drag-coefficient
The derivations in Chapters 2 - 4 were based on ideal flow. It has been found,
however, that viscous flows play an important part in the slow-drift motions. It is
very difficult to include viscous flows in the calculations at a level of the derivations
of the wave-drift damping. The effects of the viscosity in the fluid were therefore
accounted for by a drag-force of the Morison type. This model requires a drag-
coefficient, which depends on both the Reynolds number and the Strouhal number.
Aside from the determination of the drag-coefficient, one must also consider whether
the linear motions are to be included in the expressions for the drag-force. The fast-
scale and the slow-scale equations of motions are in this study separated, and the
linear motions were therefore not included in the drag-forces.
The dependence of the drag-coefficient on the rms of the slow-drift motions is
illustrated in Figure 7-9. The linear motions were not included in the relative velocity
term of the drag-force.
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Figure 7-9: Rms value of slow-drift motions in surge as a function of the drag-
coefficient CD.
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7.2.3 Current
From the boundary conditions in Chapter 2 it is found that a small current along the
negative x-direction is identical to a slow-drift velocity of the body in the positive
x-direction. The effects of a small, steady current can therefore be accounted for
by adding the current velocity vector to the slow-drift velocities in the equations of
motions. One must remember, however, that it now is the sum of the slow-drift
velocity and the current that must be small in order for the expansion in the slow-
drift velocities to be valid. If this sum is large, effects due to higher order terms and
viscous forces will become important.
Figure 7-10 shows the dependence of the current on the mean deflection and
the rms of the slow-drift motions. A drag-coefficient of CD = 0.7 was used in the
calculations. The large increase in the mean deflection is mainly due to the drag-force.
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7.2.4 Transient
The simulations of the slow-drift motions are started up with specified position and
velocity of the body at t = 0. These specified initial conditions are most likely
different from what would have been the case if the simulations had started at some
time before t = 0. The start-up of the simulations are therefore usually associated
with a transient period, before the motions have reached a 'steady-state'.
Figure 7-11 displays the change of the calculated rms of the slow-drift motions
as a function of time. The rms was calculated for consecutive segments, each of 10
slow-drift cycles. 25000 simulations were performed and the mean value of the rms
is shown in the upper plot. The lower plot shows the rms of the rms. The values are
clearly different for the first 10 cycles. The initial position of the body was selected at
the mean position and the initial velocity an average velocity (based on the average of
the slow-drift amplitudes). A longer transient period was found if the initial position
and velocity were just set equal to zero (not shown in the figure).
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Figure 7-11: Rms of surge slow-drift motion (top) and rms of rms of surge slow-drift
motion (bottom). Each bar represents the rms of approximately 10 slow-drift cycles.
25000 runs were used to obtain the data.
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7.2.5 Directional spreading
The slow-drift motions are often studied in long-crested waves, with response in only
one horizontal mode of motion. In real sea-states, however, the waves are short-
crested and the structure will respond in all horizontal modes of motion. One is often
interested in knowing the difference between the surge motions in long-crested and
short-crested sea-states.
The short-crested simulations were performed in a sea-state defined by the follow-
ing wave-spectrum,
S,(w, ) = S,(w)cosNCOS , (7.1)
where S(w) is the JONSWAP spectrum and 0 is angle of the wave-direction. NCOS is
usually an even integer between 2 and oo, where the latter limit defines a long-crested
sea-state. Figure 7-12 shows the spreading function for different values of NCOS. The
sensitivity of NCOS upon the surge and sway slow-drift motions are demonstrated in
Figure 7-13. The short-crested waves were approximated by a summation of waves
along the 7 discrete directions, = -45 ° , -30° , -15, 0° , 15, 30° , 45° . A closer spac-
ing between the different 's is recommended in the study of short-crested seas.
C
C,
"o
0
0'
C
)
theta [DEG]
Figure 7-12: The spreading functions that were used in obtaining the mean and rms
values of the slow-drift motions in the following figure.
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Figure 7-13: The mean and rms of the slow-drift motions in a short-crested sea-state.
The peak of the directional spectrum was along 0 = 0°, which defines the x-axis. Top:
Mean deflection of the surge slow-drift motions. Center: Rms of the surge slow-drift
motions. Bottom: Rms of the sway slow-drift motions.
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Chapter 8
Discussion
The thesis studies the large amplitude surge-sway-yaw slow-drift motions of floating
bodies constrained by weak restoring forces in random waves. The study divides into
two tasks: 1) The computation of linear motions and forces, the mean drift force and
the wave-drift damping in the frequency domain. 2) The simulation of the slow-drift
motions in irregular short-crested seas. The two tasks are described in the following
paragraphs, respectively.
The boundary value problem in the fluid around a floating body with a small
horizontal translation and rotation about the vertical axis are derived. The velocity
potential expands in the small wave-amplitude A and the small slow-drift velocities U,
V and fQ. Explicit solution for the linear zero-speed and forward-speed potentials for
arrays of vertical cylinder in regular waves are obtained using the theory of Linton and
Evans (1990). Expressions for the zero-speed drift forces are provided both by pressure
integration over the body and by momentum conservation principles. The wave-drift
damping, which is proportional to the wave-amplitude squared and linear in the slow-
drift velocities, is given by the two methods above. The momentum conservation
principle is used in computing the wave-drift damping due to horizontal translation,
where the far-field formula was reduced to an integral over the body surface. The
wave-drift damping due to the rotation about the vertical axis is computed by direct
pressure integration. The interactions of waves from different directions are accounted
for in the expressions for the mean forces. The linear motions, the drift forces and
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the wave-drift damping of an array of cylinders are compared with other methods,
and the agreement is very satisfactory.
The second task consists of the simulation of the surge-sway-yaw forces and mo-
tions in the time-domain. The slow-drift motions are decoupled from the fast (linear)
motions by a multiple scale analysis, which allows the equations of motions to be
written in terms of the slowly varying forces only. The latter are computed by the
summation of time-series using the results for the mean forces of the frequency do-
main and the Newman approximation. The expressions for the slowly varying forces
generally contain double time series, but were here reduced to products of single
series, which reduces the computational time by several orders of magnitude. The
time series are evaluated by Fast Fourier Transform. Samples of the random, short
crested waves are generated by filtering of white Gaussian noise, and allows for the
simulation of very long records without repeating itself. The differential equation of
the slow-drift motions is solved numerically by the robust Runge-Kutta scheme. The
simulations of surge-sway-yaw slow-drift motions in a long-crested sea-state of 6 hour
duration, takes about 15 seconds on a DEC alpha station.
The sensitivity of the mean and the rms of the surge-sway-yaw slow-drift motions
of an offshore platform upon certain parameters are presented. The convergence
of the mean and rms are illustrated for increasing length of the simulations. The
transients associated with the start-up were found to last for a few cycles of the
slow-drift motions. The dependence upon the drag-coefficient, a steady current and
directional spreading of the waves are also demonstrated.
The hydrodynamic problem of a floating structure moving with a small slow-drift
velocity in regular waves has been subject to several studies. The wave-drift damping
coefficient due to a slow surge translation was studied by Zhao & Faltinsen (1988),
Nossen, Grue & Palm (1991), Emmerhoff & Sclavounos (1992) and Newman (1993).
The wave-drift damping due to a slow yaw rotation was studied by Emmerhoff &
Sclavounos (1993), Newman (1993) and Palm & Grue (1994). Except for Newman
(1993), these studies assume the slow-drift velocity constant. This assumption is
consistent with neglegting wave-effects of O(U)2 . However, terms of O(U)2 that are
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not due to wave-effects, for example the added-mass due to the slow-drift motions,
can not be omitted. The dependence on both the wave-amplitude and the slow-drift
velocities must be considered in order to consistently include the leading order terms.
In Newman (1993) the oscillations of the slow-drift motions are considered, however,
the amplitudes of the slow-drift motions are assumed small. The comparison with the
current method gives identical expressions for the wave-drift damping. In the studies
by Zhao & Faltinsen (1988) and Nossen, Grue & Palm (1991), the hydrodynamic
flow was solved by 3-dimensional panel programs. With apropriate discretizations
of the floating body, these programs give reliable results for the wave-drift damping
coefficients for a large number of geometries. The current method applies strictly
only to an array of vertical cylinders with draft equal to the water depth, but the
results for the wave-drift damping are derived by analytic methods. These analytic
results serve as bench-mark tests, and are valuable for the comparison of different
methods. The comparison with the method of Nossen, Grue & Palm (1991) for
truncated cylinders with pontoons in Chapter 5, shows good agreement, and indicates
a wider applicability of the method.
This study considers the horizontal modes surge, sway and yaw of the slow-drift
motions, which are of most importance for structures with stiff, vertical mooring
lines (TLPs). Floating structures with large draft and catenary mooring lines may
experience significant slow-drift motions in the vertical modes heave, roll and pitch
as well. Slow-drift motions in the vertical modes can be accounted for in a similar
manner to the derivations of the horizontal modes. An array of cylinders which
expands the depth of the fluid, models a real structure with truncated cylinders
poorly when it comes to the heave mode, since major contributions to the forces are
due to the bottom of the cylinders. The method of Linton and Evans (1991) can
therefore be supplemented by approximate methods to account for the bottom effects
of the cylinders.
The slowly varying forces that enter into the equations were obtained from the
mean forces, by virtue of the Newman approximation. This approximation, how-
ever, is less applicable in wide-banded sea-states or for the vertical modes, where the
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natural period is not much larger than the dominant wave-period. In this case, the
potentials 020 and ,,2 must be calculated. Their boundary conditions can be obtained
by extending the derivation of Chapter 2.
The overall intention of the thesis was to develop a tool for studying the slow-drift
motions of floating offshore structures. This goal has been reached through an efficient
program which calculates the hydrodynamic coefficients of an array of cylinders with
a small slow-drift velocity, and performes the time simulations of the surge-sway-yaw
slow-drift motions in random, short-crested waves. The slow-drift equations accept
non-linear terms, which allow for Morison type drag and non-linear restoring forces.
The efficiency of the method enables the simulation of very long records. This opens
up for more accurate studies of the extremes, and contributes to advance the field of
slow-drift motions.
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Appendix A
Forces (pressure integration)
The forces and moments in this section are obtained by the pressure-integration, as
presented in Section 4.1, for regular waves with frequency wo and direction P relative
to the slow-drift x-axis.
A.1 Linear forces
The linear forces acting on the body in direction i for small slow-drift velocities are
obtained from equation (4.12), and are here written,
[Flo(t)] i = Re [) eiwt], (A.1)
[F,,(t)] i = Re [F(1) eiwt] . (A.2)
The decomposition of the potentials 0,, and q1S into diffraction and radiation po-
tentials, cf equations (3.2) and (3.41), leads to an equivalent decomposition of the
hydrodynamic forces F(O) and F(1) . Consider first the zero-speed quantities with the
super-script (0o). Denote by X(°) the exciting force in direction i and A ), BM) the
added-mass and damping-coefficients, respectively in direction i due to the motion
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O.) in direction j, cf equations (4.20) and (4.21). The linear force of 0(8) acting on
the body is then written
-F:X
°
- o) (-woAo) + iwoB)) , (A.3)
where X), A °), and B? ) are given by
X(°) = pgA fJf Dn dS, (A.4)
A!() = pRe JL fni dS, (A.5)
BO = -pwOIm IL pn, dS. (A.6)
In order to obtain an expression for the linear forward-speed force F ( ) in the form of
equation (A.3), the pressure p,, in equation (4.3) is substituted into equation (4.12),
using the expressions for 0,, and ,, in equations (3.2), (3.41). The time-derivative
of ,, is given by equation (3.42). F(') can then be written,
F(1) - X(1)- (o) (-wo2 A(') + iwo B)) -j ^( iji)
Oaf (-wo2 A' + ic) BP) (-WA) + iwoB)) , (A.7)
where X?), Aij), Bj), AOf and B are defined as follows,
X [pgA/ 'D + (f AOD - Vbo 01 VOD)] ni dS -
-(U cos + V sinf)X (° ) + (A.8)
' pRe R (f -a:oj - V V1 . ni dS -
'f S iWO
(U cos/ + V sin)AM), (A.9)
B)-pwlmU [~ io (f.A j - * q. Voj) n dS -AB R iWO
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-(U cos/ + Vsin,/)B(j), (A.10)
Wo
A9 = pRe ]|bini dS + B °) (A.11)
B = -pw °Im JJ ini dS - ) (A.12)
A.2 Zero-speed drift forces
The mean drift-force F2, and moment M2 0 of 0(82) in regular waves are derived
next. The potential lSo is given by equation (3.2) and the following identity is used
in taking the time-average of the expressions (4.14) and (4.15),
Re [Aeit] Re [Bei' t] = -Re [AB'], (A.13)
where the * denotes complex conjugate. Substituting for the pressures Plo and p20 in
(4.14)-(4.15), leads to the following expressions for the mean forces and moments,
F2 0 = L (vlo V10 + (O) + a(O) x x') ] n + a10 dS
+ p 010 +0 n dl2gc at at
P2 Re[V V* + io (()+ ()X 2) V* n dS
+PRe f * n dl + 2 Re (&()x F1), (A.14)
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M2 0 = -pLB (Voo12· .Vo (t(O) +a(o) x a') 'V x ndS
((o) x n + act() x ( x n)) dS + 2P 0o 00 z x ndlOt 2g t at
= _ PRe L [2 . V* + i (t( i)) * VI*] (' x n)dS
+P Re f oT* (a' x n)dl + Re ((°)x Mo + (o)x lo)* (A.15)
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A.3 Wave-drift damping
The derivation of the wave-drift damping force of 0(62 r) is derived along the lines
of the derivation in the previous section. The potential q,, and its time-derivative
is provided by equations (3.41) and (3.42). The term aO21,/Ot contributes the term
-fIq 0 //, which follows from the analysis that lead to equation (3.42). The drift-
damping force and moment are written,
P21 = _PL (a2 - fASo20 + Vo. * V,20 + Vo10 V r ndS
-P (o + a') X V at - f Ao + Vqo. V ¢o n dS
-P/3 (t(')+.,()XX) Va~lndSndS
+C(O) x |L pndS + r(l) x f P ndS
# Ot a t f'Aa° +° 'v qO ° ndl
= -pRe LB (o-Q - f .A 20 + V,01 - V, 0 + .v*) ndS
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-Re | (0O) + &(o) x I) V[iwov* -iK(Ucos,3 + VsinB)op*
2 B
-- Re J
+1Re ((
-+- f-A* + Vo, Vp*]n dS
iwo, (1) + &( ) x a') V*n dS
°) x Pl + (l) x P )
+P f/ [ ob20* - WoK(U COS/ +29 c, V sino)opo* - iwoQo9 *ao
-iwof Ap* + iwooVo, Vcp*]n dl,
- fA 20 + V0 01* V020 + V0o10 Vol ) (al' x n) dS
(/(o) + a(o) x I) .JSB
v o-- f.A 0lo
( (1) + ae(1) XI)
l ((o) x
110 (i) 
*V 0-( x n)dS
at
n + ac(°) x (' x
n + a(M x (' x
n))dS
n))dS
(a(1) x (' x n) + ((') x n)dS
+gj aOt o(-q - f.A +1+ voi. V0o)
9 at at
-pRe (-9 o - f .A20 + Vo0 .Vo20+ V'. V )
-2Re ( + &0()x e') V[iwo* -i,(Ucoso + Vsin3)p*
_ cp* +Vp*
-i a( f A(P*+Vo x V*]
iw ( (1) + '(l) x Xc') V*(x' x n) dS
(a' x n)dS
(a' x n)dS
-PRe J
+2 Re (( ) x Mk* + &( 1 o) + (X ^lP + , X ,lo)
+2P [woil* - wo(U cos3 + V sin)p(p* - iwo4Q7o
-iwoof -A* + iwofpVoolo Vp*] (' x n) dl. (A.17)
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s. (aOt
(A.16)
+ Vol · Vlo
)
(x'x n)dS
JSB
+J p
J, SB
,B
-PB at
(a' x n) dl
I_ \
Appendix B
The rn-terms
The m-terms of equation (2.29), defined by (2.30)-(2.31), were obtained as follows:
Four vector identities will be used,
n (t.* V)V, O = ) * (n .V)Vo1, (B.1)
(n V)( x V(o,,) = n x V(bo1 + a[ x [(n V)Vol] , (B.2)
n,. [((°) x ) V] V 1 = a(O) ( x [(n· V)Vbo]), (B.3)
(a(o) x n) VOo = (o) (n x Vo,1 ),. (B.4)
The equation (2.30) was obtained by collecting terms proportional to (°O) in (2.29)
and using equation (B.1). In order to show how the expression for (m,,m,,m 6 )
in (2.31) was obtained, the first term on the right hand side of equation (2.31) is
expanded according to (B.2). Equation (B.3) is further used to rewrite the last term
in (B.2). Using equation (B.4) and the expanded form of (2.31), it is thus seen how
the (m4, m5, m) term is obtained from (2.29).
The expressions for the ml, m,, m6 terms for a vertical cylinder are shown next.
The steady potential 0,, and its derivatives with respect to the body coordinates i
and y for a single cylinder are given by,
a 2
=01 - '.. [(U - j) cosO + (V + 55j) sinj] (B.5)
ri
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-Qyj) cos 20s + (V + Dx2j) sin 20j]
- yj) sin 20j - (V + j) cos 20j],
where the notation from Chapter 3 has been used. ml, m2
from equations (2.30)-(2.31),
- Qyj) cos 20j + (V + Qxj) sin 20,],
- yj) sin 2j - (V + Qxj) cos 20j],
+ ) ayjdyj
and m6 are then obtained
(B.8)
(B.9)
- (i + yj)~0 + cosOj(Dx 3j
(xj + xj)m2 - (yj + yj)m l + cosOs q5 - sinj b +
cos(U - Qyj) - sinj(V + Qxj)
= jm 2 - yjml. (B.10)
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aOd0
ayj
r.
3
a,
r
3
(B.6)
(B.7)
a2 01
a,
OrjOxy2
- -- [(Uaj
2
= -- [(U
aJ
rj = [(x - ) - sinO(V + Ix-j)
Appendix C
The evaluation of TP and m
The evaluation of gTj requires the v- and /3-derivative of the influence coefficients
A,;j and ARm, where v = w2 /g is the deep-water wave number and is the wave-
heading. The respective derivatives are obtained by differentiation of equations (3.21)
and (3.34). It was found more convenient to evaluate the K-derivative rather than the
v-derivative, which are related by,
a dK a
8v dv 
1 a
Kh/ cosh2(Kh) + v./K K (C.1)
where the dispersion relation was used. Define,
oD aa' - am _ Ai'
(C.2)
OA'j
Bm N- K
The radiation coefficients do not depend upon the wave-heading 3, and the respective
derivatives are therefore equal to zero. The - and 3-derivatives of the influence
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coefficients are then written,
N oo
jBk_ Rj=l n=-oo
= -I' e-im(7r/2+3)
N oo
-Z A [KajZI H (+2) (KRjk) + xRjZHH$.2)(hRj.)] e(nm)aik,j=l =-oo
:k
N oo
-D Zei(n-mta' , -.- ]j=l + =-- CO
j.=1 n=-oo
= _Ime-im(/2+ ) (C.4)
D, + E ~ D Ze i(n- m)ajkHH ( ) (IjR 
j=l n=-o
:oh
(C.5)
=-oon= / O0
N oo
Bi +E Zj=l n=-oo
N oo
-E Ej=l n=-oo
B~r Ziei(n-m)ajkH(2) (Rk =
(7 H(2),(nRik) + KRjk, floH(.) (iRj,)) ei(n- m)aiA
N oo
- Z A'R (ajZ,'n2 (R) + KRjZnH() (sRjk)) e-(nm)ajj=l n=-oo
#k
(C.6)
where the indices k, m in equations (C.3)-(C.6) run over the values k = 1,...,N and
m = -oo,... , oo. The following notation has been used,
I = [C' -i CK (.j cos l + j- sin ,3)] e-i (i cos+Y sin/) (C.7)
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(C.3)
N
-Ej=1
6k
CDn [rajZiHn-) (2Rj.) + KRjZ Hn(2 (KRj,)] ei(nm)ajk
_ Ini -m(7r/2+,S
k
C = rhl cosh2 Kh + v/K
2 r
C'
- v [(;h/ cosh Kh)2
2~; r. ;
v dK
r = --
dv
j, _ Jn'(aj)H 2)'(Kaj) - J(Kai)H(2)"(a)
~~n ~~~~H(2)12 (Ka )
(C.8)
(C.9)
(C.10)
(C.11)
(C.12)
I-' = -iI, (m - n;j sin , + ,yj cos ,) - iIk (-K7cj sin p + KYj cos f,), (C.13)
= ,o0(e1
5 H(2)" (Kaj)
m (aj)
S = cosh h
1 K2h
s'= - (1- vh).S cosh2 r;h
(C.14)
(C.15)
(C.16)
The Weber transform pair for ,, is given by equations (3.71) - (3.73). The Weber
transform of the Laplace equation in equation (3.74), is obtained by the following
analysis.
The Laplace equation V2 i~ in the cylindrical coordinates (r, Oj,zj) is given by
I ao
rj ri r 'rjJ
r 0 4r1 (4' r)
1 2a 022-a Pj
+  a
r? z2m2 $32pjr2 2 C 2;j j
The quantity f,(zj)Wm(krj)eimeJ satisfies Laplace equation, which leads to the follow-
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= 0
= 0. (C.17)
2o-
F = -iI,,(m - rcij sin# +r, - cosp8)
- 1 Si) 
ing identity for W(krj):
r2 =+rjarj (i ari )(C.18)
The Weber transform is now applied to the Laplace equation (C.17), using the identity
for W,(krj) and integration by parts, leading to the result in equation (3.74).
a2m =X rjdrj [18 a ri2 _ m i
rjd r rj Wrj a2f" [ _r r2 2
[Lj ar; m i ar; 2a- m (C.19) -
The quantity in brackets on the last line in equation (C.19) vanishes at rj = oo
since the radiation conditions can be applied for 1,~ and asymptotic expressions for
W(krj) as - an d vanishes at rj = aj since the rj-derivative of both 2m and
Wm(kr,) vanishes at r, = ta, cf equations (3.72) and (3.73).
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Appendix D
Viscous force
The expressions for the Morison type viscous forces on each cylinder are presented.
Other non axis-symmetric geometries, such as pontoons, are not considered. Interac-
tions of the flow between cylinders are neglected.
The magnitude of the slow-drift velocity of cylinder j can be written,
lUj = I/(Xo-Yj)2 + (Y + j)2, (D.1)
where (j,y j) is the horizontal location of cylinder j with respect to the slow-drift
frame (see Figure 3-2). The viscous forces on cylinder j in the global X- and Y-
directions are then written,
.l = -pCDAjUjXo, (D.2)
.F2 = -pCDAjlUjlo, (D.3)
s, = (-.1 0sine + S, 2 cos ) - ( oos + 2 sin ) (D.4)
where CD is the drag-coefficient and Aj is the projected area of cylinder j onto a
vertical plane. The total viscous force, 3F,(X0) = (Y,,, 2, ,, 6)T on the platform is
obtained by the summation over all N, cylinders,
Nc
.', = '.'J,,i i=1,2,6. (D.5)
j=1
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Appendix E
Short-crested seas
E.1 Mean-forces
The expressions (4.41) - (4.43) and (A.14) - (A.17) for the mean forces in long-
crested waves propagating in direction P relative to the slow-drift x-axis, are here
extended to short-crested waves. Denote by F the second-order mean-force in the
above-mentioned equations. F consists of products of the linear quantities A, b, ~,
a as well as the second-order potential q20 . In short-crested seas, pairs of waves
from different directions must be considered in order to account for the interactions
between waves. The linear quantities in bi-directional waves are simply the sum of
the respective quantities in one-directional waves, given by
T = Ti+TJi, (E.1)
= (i, + j, (E.2)
a = ai + j, (E.4)
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where the subscripts i and j refer to directions /3i and /j, respectively. In order to
obtain the second-order potential 20, which is a function of the linear quantities (E.1)
- (E.4), q20 is decomposed into the components kJ0 as follows,
-2 +o, X (E.5)
i,j
where the boundary conditions of the potentials %ipjo may be inferred from equations
(3.82) and (3.83),
z20 2Im (iA ';), (E.6)
o, - := Re (a x n [iw(4 + a x )- Vi - [( i + x ). V]V;) 
(E.7)
The decomposition of the mean-force F into Pij with waves coming from N, different
directions, now follows from the above analysis, and is given by,
N No
F = E Pi, (E.8)
i=1 j=1
where the components Fij can be obtained from expressions (4.41) - (4.43) and (A.14)
- (A.17) similarly to the derivation of equations (E.6) and (E.7). In the expressions
for the forward-speed forces, however, the wave-heading : appears explicitly via the
terms cosp and sinfl. These terms derives from the time-derivative of the potential
l,,. By introducing the decomposition of the linear quantities in equations (E.1) -
(E.4) into the expressions of the mean-forces before the assumption of time-harmonic
waves, e. g. equations (4.33) - (4.35), the correct index can be put on the wave-
heading 3. Applying this to the wave-drift damping of equations (4.41) - (4.43), the
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Fj, components are written,
B;' = 2P J| [ + o in'x - V~ .v~n,] dS +
ow
2 PB Si vn - - cosflj;n, dl, (E.9)
1 (Wo iw)
2 P o i (,vUn2 - g cosjRjn, + ,o) dl, (E.10)
B6 = PJJ [ . + Wio.o - n 2n, - + - 2y~ dS +
1 piwo i (-o l + jY) dl. (E.11)
The component Fii denotes the mean-force due to waves along direction i only, while
the components Fij and Fjj account for interactions between directions i and j.
E.2 Wave-elevation
The extension of Section 6.3 to short-crested waves is here considered. In a short-
crested sea-state, waves are generally propagating in all directions. The wave-elevation
C(t) can in this case be constructed by a linear superposition of plane progressive
waves from a number of directions. Denote by (t,fi,) the wave-elevation of plane
progressive waves in direction i, and fli the corresponding angle between the inertial
X-axis and the direction of wave-propagation. The total wave-elevation, which is the
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sum of waves from all possible directions is thus written,
C(t) = EC(t,p3), (E.12)
i=1
where N, is the number of wave-directions. N and pi must be chosen such that
directions with significant energy are well represented by the discrete summation.
A realization of the wave-elevation C(t, i ) can be obtained along the same lines as
described in Section 6.3. C(t,,Pi) and its Fourier transform Z(w,Pf3), cf equations
(6.12) - (6.13), are given by,
C(t,i,) = L w(i, i)h(t - r,fli)dr, (E.13)
Z(w, p,) = W(w, /3)H(w, p,), (E.14)
where W(w,,3i) is a WGN process in the variables w and pi and the transfer function
H(w,/Pi) is defined as follows,
H(w,,) = [Sc(w,pi)A3,] /12 . (E.15)
The quantity S¢(w,P 3) defines the spectral energy of the wave-components for a given
direction fPi, and Ai/i the directional increments associated with direction Pi. S(o,/ i)
and A/3i must be defined such that,
SC(w) = S (w,/3,)A/A, (E.16)
i=l
where S(w) is the spectral density of the total wave-elevation in the short-crested
sea-state.
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E.3 Second-order forces
Expression (6.24) is here extended to include combinations of incident waves from
different directions. The total linear wave-elevation in a short-crested sea-state is
given by equation (E.12) and the 'amplitudes' for each direction by (E.14). Denote
by H(w,,w,f,,0j) the transfer function for the second order force due to incident
waves from directions p3, and 3j. The second order force in a short-crested sea state
can thus be written,
Ng Np + +oo
D(t) = (27r)-2 JI 
i=l j= - -0
(E.17)
The narrow-band approximation in Section 6.4.1 will be applied to the transfer
function H(w,,w 2,,i3,Pj), but no approximations with respect to the incident wave-
headings /i, /j. The second-order mean force D(w,,/3i, j) is introduced,
D(w,,3i,,3j) = Re [D(w,/,/3j)], (E.18)
which represents the forces of 0(62) and O(62rj) obtained in this section. The relation
between V(w,,13,pj) and H(w, -w,3i,,3) is given by,
H(w,-w,/3,f3j) = 2(w,3 1p,/3j). (E.19)
The second-order difference-frequency force in an irregular sea-state, cf equation
(6.24), is then written,
1 N N +X
D-(t) = 8 Re [
1212
Z(w 1, ,)[D(w 1 ,/3,, ,j) + D(w1, j, ,/i)] e-iwltdwl
Z(w2, ji) e-i2td 2 -
sgn(w )Z(w 1 , Pi) [D(wl, 3,, 3j) + D(wi, 3, ,Pi)] e-iwl tdwl
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Z(wI,,3ji)Z(w,, pi)H(wj ,w2, Pi 3i) e i (W +C02 )tduwl dW2 ·
f+ sgn(w)Z(wv, ]i) e-i'dW2] (E.20)
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